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Instructions for data download

NB: all information was correct at the time of this document’s preparation, but may have since changed.
Please consult each data source’s website for further details, if necessary.

Afrobarometer

South Africa Round 6 (Afrob_2015)

1. Visit the Afrobarometer South Africa data site (https://www.afrobarometer.org/survey-resource/south-
africa-round-6-data-2016/)

2. Download data for South Africa Round 6 Data (2016)
3. Save to your working directory as “Afrob_2015.sav”

The codebook is available at: https://www.afrobarometer.org/survey-resource/south-africa-round-6-
codebook-2016/.

Merged Round 7 (Afrob_2018)

1. Visit the Afrobarometer Merge data site (https://www.afrobarometer.org/data/merged-data/)
2. Download data for Merged Round 7 data (34 countries) (2019)
3. Save to your working directory as “Afrob_2018.sav”

The codebook is available at: https://www.afrobarometer.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/r7_merged.
codebook_final_14dec20-1.pdf

Department of Basic Education (DBE)

1. Visit the School Masterlist page on the Department of Basic Education’s site (https://www.education.
gov.za/Programmes/EMIS/EMISDownloads.aspx)

2. Download Gauteng data for Quarter 4 of 2019: March 2020
3. Save to your working directory as “DBE_2019.xlsx”

Gauteng City-Region Observatory (GCRO)

1. Visit the Gauteng City-Region Observatory’s data portal on the University of Cape Town’s DataFirst
site (https://datafirst.uct.ac.za/dataportal/index.php/catalog/GCRO)

2. Create account
3. Fill application for access to public dataset.
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4. Download data for the following:
• Quality of Life Survey 2013-2014, Round 3
• Quality of Life Survey 2015-2016, Round 4
• Quality of Life Survey 2017-2018, Round 5

5. Save datasets to your working directory as follows:
• “qol-iii-2013-2014-v1.csv” → “GCRO_2013.csv”
• “qol-iv-2014-2015-v1.csv” → “GCRO_2015.csv”
• “qols-v-2017-2018-v1.1.dta” → “GCRO_2017.dta”

Codebooks are available on each dataset’s landing page.

Historical Memories Survey (HMS)

1. Download from the Harvard Dataverse at the following link: https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/3SPQUF
2. Save dataset to your working directory as “HMS_2019.dta”

Launching Democracy, 1993–4 (HSRC)

1. Visit the Launching Democracy 1993-1994’s page on the University of Cape Town’s DataFirst site
(https://datafirst.uct.ac.za/dataportal/index.php/catalog/284)

2. Create account
3. Fill application for access to public dataset.
4. Download data (zipfile)
5. Save datasets in Stata format to your working directory as follows:

• “ld-1993-1994-1.dta” → “HSRC_1993.dta”
• “ld-1993-1994-2.dta” → “HSRC_1994.dta”

The codebook is available under the “Documentation” tab.

South Africa Census 2011

1. Download a pre-processed version at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/fqhn0hkq78rdj73/SA_Census_
2011.dta?dl=0

2. Save dataset to your working directory as “SA_CENSUS_2011.dta”

The file above contains the relevant variables for replicating analyses aggregated to ward level. For the full
data, see the 2011 Census Ten Percent Sample at: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/.

South African Councillor Panel Study (SACOPS)

1. Download from the Harvard Dataverse at the following link: https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/DGVLBW
2. Save dataset to your working directory as “SACOPS_2017.dta”

South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)

1. Visit the South African Social Attitudes data portal on the Human Sciences Research Council site
(http://curation.hsrc.ac.za/Datasets-TAAMAA.phtml)

2. Create account
3. Download data for the following:

• SASAS 2015 in Stata format (http://curation.hsrc.ac.za/Dataset-1109-datafiles.phtml)
• SASAS 2016 in SPSS format (http://curation.hsrc.ac.za/Dataset-1110-datafiles.phtml)
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4. Save datasets to your working directory as follows:
• “SASAS2015_Q1.sav” → “SASAS_2015.sav”
• “SASAS2016_Q1.sav” → “SASAS_2016.sav”

Codebooks are available on each dataset’s landing page.

Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD)

1. Visit the Social Conflict Analysis Database on the Strauss Center’s site (https://www.strausscenter.
org/ccaps-research-areas/social-conflict/database/)

2. Download the SCAD—Africa
3. Save dataset to your working directory as “SCAD_2017.csv”

The codebook is available at: https://www.strausscenter.org/wp-content/uploads/SCAD-OPs_codebook.pdf

Transparency International (TI)

1. Visit the 2019 Corruption Perceptions Index page on the Transparency International site (https:
//www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2019)

2. Download “CPI Full Data Set” at the bottom of the page
3. Save dataset to your working directory as “TI_2019.xlsx”
4. Delete first two rows in Sheet 1 (“CPI2019”)

Varieties of Democracy (VDEM)

1. Download a pre-processed version at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/kknk7uxkqijgxc6/VDEM_2019.
dta?dl=0

2. Save dataset to your working directory

The file above contains the relevant variables for replicating analyses merged with GDP per capita growth
rates from the Penn World Table.

For the full V-DEM data, visit: https://www.v-dem.net/vdemds.html. For the full Penn World Table data,
visit: https://www.rug.nl/ggdc/productivity/pwt/

World Values Survey (WVS)

1. Visit the EVS/WVS 1981-2020 time-series dataset on the World Values Survey site (https://www.
worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSEVStrend.jsp)

2. Go to WVS data download in SPSS format
3. Save dataset to your working directory as “WVS_multi.sav”
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R Setup

### Step 1: Load required packages
library(haven)
library(readxl)
library(tidyverse)
library(survey)
library(srvyr)
library(labelled)
library(jtools)
library(naniar)
library(ggrepel)

### Step 2: Set your working directory here
setwd("~/Dropbox (MIT)/Lieberman book appendix online/rl_updated_code")

### Step 3: Load datasets

#Afrobarometer
afrob_2015 <- read_spss("Afrob_2015.sav")
afrob_2018 <- read_spss("Afrob_2018.sav")
#Department of Basic Education
dbe_2019 <- read_xlsx("DBE_2019.xlsx")
#Gauteng City-Region Observatory
gcro_2013 <- read_csv("GCRO_2013.csv")
gcro_2015 <- read_csv("GCRO_2015.csv")
gcro_2017 <- read_stata("GCRO_2017.dta")
#Historical Memories Survey
hms_2019 <- read_stata("HMS_2019.dta")
#Launching Democracy, 1993–4
hsrc_1993 <- read_stata("HSRC_1993.dta")
hsrc_1994 <- read_stata("HSRC_1994.dta")
#South Africa Census 2011
sa_census_2011 <- read_stata("SA_Census_2011.dta")
#South African Councillor Panel Survey
sacops_2017 <- read_stata("SACOPS_2017.dta")
#South African Social Attitudes Survey
sasas_2015 <- read_spss("SASAS_2015.sav")
sasas_2016 <- read_spss("SASAS_2016.sav")
#Social Conflict Analysis Database
scad_2017 <- read_csv("SCAD_2017.csv")
#Corruption Perceptions Index
ti_2019 <- read_xlsx("TI_2019.xlsx", sheet = 1)
#Varieties of Democracy
vdem_2019 <- read_stata("VDEM_2019.dta")
#World Values Survey
wvs_multi <- read_spss("WVS_multi.sav")
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Chapter 1

Endnote 11, p. 14

South Africans by race and home language, 2011

Dataset: Census 2011 Persons (10% sample) Revised 2015

Type: Raw numbers | Resource link: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview | Copyright: All rights reserved | Page: 1 / 1

Population group

Language (first)

Black African Coloured Indian or Asian White Other Total

Afrikaans 50,532 282,892 4,787 212,783 2,673 553,667

English 99,915 80,910 92,248 130,102 5,315 408,490

IsiNdebele 91,158 692 813 677 358 93,698

IsiXhosa 701,302 2,156 426 1,125 411 705,420

IsiZulu 968,313 2,031 1,408 1,347 844 973,943

Sepedi 408,807 520 261 465 100 410,153

Sesotho 334,563 1,963 471 1,441 351 338,789

Setswana 341,077 3,127 348 1,507 566 346,625

Sign language 18,107 1,089 272 631 59 20,158

SiSwati 112,204 337 139 189 90 112,959

Tshivenda 106,804 271 79 221 108 107,483

Xitsonga 198,051 191 195 304 653 199,394

Other 50,410 469 5,089 4,084 6,866 66,918

N= 3,481,243 376,648 106,536 354,876 18,394 4,337,697

Figure 1: South Africans by race and home language, 2011

Source: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Chapter 2

Endnote 9, p. 34

Household goods in Munsieville Ward 24, 2011

Figure 2: Household goods in Munsieville Ward 24, 2011

Source: https://wazimap.co.za/profiles/ward-74801024-mogale-city-ward-24-74801024/#households (Ac-
cessed 02/22/2022)

Endnote 12, p. 37

## Trust in other people, Mogale City, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#subset to Black respondents in Mogale city
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1) %>%
#trust in other people in the community
mutate(Q4_03_community=as_factor(Q4_03_community)) %>%
group_by(Q4_03_community) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q4_03_community prop prop_se
## 1 Most people can be trusted 0.26102312 0.013361274
## 2 You need to be very careful 0.69676174 0.013990333
## 3 Don't know 0.04221515 0.006146372
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Chapter 3

Endnote 3, p. 50

## Satisfaction with democracy, SA, 2016

#apply survey weights
sasas_2016 %>% as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#satisfaction with democracy
mutate(q5=as_factor(q5)) %>%
group_by(q5) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q5 prop prop_se
## 1 Very satisfied 0.052751357 0.007413646
## 2 Satisfied 0.259892341 0.012537673
## 3 Neither nor 0.140063504 0.009829474
## 4 Dissatisfied 0.376534288 0.013555752
## 5 Very dissatisfied 0.158048270 0.009980156
## 6 (Do not know) 0.009766697 0.002479935
## 7 <NA> 0.002943542 0.001144522

Endnote 5, p. 51

## Life today vs. under apartheid, Mogale City, 2019

#Black respondents, remove oversampled
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2) %>% mutate(Q37=as_factor(Q37)) %>% count(Q37) %>% mutate(prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q37 n prop
## 1 Better today 135 0.402985075
## 2 About the same 28 0.083582090
## 3 Worse today 166 0.495522388
## 4 Don't know / can't recall 3 0.008955224
## 5 Refused 3 0.008955224
#White respondents, remove oversampled
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0 & Oversampling != 2) %>% mutate(Q37=as_factor(Q37)) %>% count(Q37) %>% mutate(prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q37 n prop
## 1 Better today 39 0.176470588
## 2 About the same 60 0.271493213
## 3 Worse today 121 0.547511312
## 4 Don't know / can't recall 1 0.004524887
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Table 3.1, p. 63

Racial demographics, Mogale City vs. Gauteng vs. South Africa

Figure 3: Racial demographics, Mogale City vs. Gauteng vs. South Africa, 2016

Source: https://wazimap.co.za/data/table/?table=POPULATIONGROUP&geo_ids=municipality-
GT481,province-GT,country-ZA&primary_geo_id=municipality-GT481&release=2016#valueType%
7Cpercentage (Accessed 02/22/2022)

Endnote 29, p. 63

ANC vote share in 2016 local election, Mogale City

Figure 4: ANC vote share in 2016 local election, Mogale City

Source: https://results.elections.org.za/dashboards/lge/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Chapter 4

Endnote 98, p. 100

## Expectations of fair treatment, 1993

#Blacks
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents only
filter(pop_grp==1) %>%
#fair treatment
mutate(q34_9=as_factor(q34_9)) %>%
group_by(q34_9) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_9 prop prop_se
## 1 Discriminated against 0.066920642 0.007370881
## 2 Treated fairly and equally 0.837568956 0.010991062
## 3 Uncertain/don’t know 0.091323937 0.008646621
## 4 <NA> 0.004186466 0.001888454
#Whites
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#fair treatment
mutate(q34_9=as_factor(q34_9)) %>%
group_by(q34_9) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_9 prop prop_se
## 1 Discriminated against 0.650455911 0.025385225
## 2 Treated fairly and equally 0.182573481 0.020127687
## 3 Uncertain/don’t know 0.159924588 0.019915451
## 4 <NA> 0.007046019 0.004501323
## Expectations of future wealth, 1993

#Blacks
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents only
filter(pop_grp==1) %>%
#future wealth
mutate(q34_1=as_factor(q34_1)) %>%
group_by(q34_1) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_1 prop prop_se
## 1 Richer 0.437161062 0.014823225
## 2 Poorer 0.105443963 0.009072159
## 3 No difference in wealth 0.230877645 0.012467048
## 4 Uncertain/don’t know 0.217811773 0.012485800
## 5 <NA> 0.008705557 0.002778467
#Whites
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
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#future wealth
mutate(q34_1=as_factor(q34_1)) %>%
group_by(q34_1) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_1 prop prop_se
## 1 Richer 0.034907552 0.009323381
## 2 Poorer 0.625055326 0.025770186
## 3 No difference in wealth 0.208010410 0.021058163
## 4 Uncertain/don’t know 0.130744320 0.018838170
## 5 <NA> 0.001282392 0.001282873
## Expectations of greater group security, 1993

#Blacks
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents only
filter(pop_grp==1) %>%
#group security
mutate(q34_2=as_factor(q34_2)) %>%
group_by(q34_2) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_2 prop prop_se
## 1 Weak and insecure 0.087358552 0.008430160
## 2 Strong and secure 0.700913415 0.013684984
## 3 No different than now 0.075703577 0.007872768
## 4 Uncertain/don’t know 0.133650350 0.010226041
## 5 <NA> 0.002374106 0.001249964
#Whites
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#group security
mutate(q34_2=as_factor(q34_2)) %>%
group_by(q34_2) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_2 prop prop_se
## 1 Weak and insecure 0.571353197 0.026389205
## 2 Strong and secure 0.108423164 0.016764401
## 3 No different than now 0.184197239 0.020265439
## 4 Uncertain/don’t know 0.134744008 0.018500278
## 5 <NA> 0.001282392 0.001282873
## Expectations of greater freedom of expression, 1993

#Blacks
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents only
filter(pop_grp==1) %>%
#freedom to criticize govt
mutate(q34_4=as_factor(q34_4)) %>%
group_by(q34_4) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_4 prop prop_se
## 1 Afraid to criticise the new government 0.116693456 0.009305596
## 2 Free to criticise the new government 0.701892702 0.013631689
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## 3 Uncertain/don’t know 0.176436007 0.011528128
## 4 <NA> 0.004977834 0.002057106
#Whites
hsrc_1993 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#freedom to criticize govt
mutate(q34_4=as_factor(q34_4)) %>%
group_by(q34_4) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q34_4 prop prop_se
## 1 Afraid to criticise the new government 0.525087126 0.026667789
## 2 Free to criticise the new government 0.344797420 0.025425464
## 3 Uncertain/don’t know 0.128833062 0.018093823
## 4 <NA> 0.001282392 0.001282873
## Expectations of the future, White respondents, 1994

# Level of chaos
hsrc_1994 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#level of chaos
mutate(q18_8=as_factor(q18_8)) %>%
group_by(q18_8) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q18_8 prop prop_se
## 1 Chaotic 0.60178835 0.024968534
## 2 Or Orderly 0.20322287 0.020558619
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 0.19212441 0.019831890
## 4 <NA> 0.00286437 0.002025355
# Level of democracy
hsrc_1994 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#level of democracy
mutate(q18_7=as_factor(q18_7)) %>%
group_by(q18_7) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q18_7 prop prop_se
## 1 Undemocratic 0.411387622 0.025217815
## 2 Or Democratic 0.380703420 0.024994933
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 0.201798476 0.020387760
## 4 <NA> 0.006110482 0.003597091
# Level of violence
hsrc_1994 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#White respondents only
filter(pop_grp==4) %>%
#level of violence
mutate(q18_5=as_factor(q18_5)) %>%
group_by(q18_5) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q18_5 prop prop_se
## 1 Violent 0.680940256 0.023564603
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## 2 Or Non-violent 0.150985779 0.017611645
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 0.161963483 0.018846413
## 4 <NA> 0.006110482 0.003597091
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Chapter 5

Endnote 4, p. 105

## Voted in 1994 election, Mogale City, 2019

#add response labels
hms_2019$voted_94 <- ifelse(hms_2019$voted_94==1, "Yes", "No")
#Black respondents aged >43 years, remove oversampled
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1 & Oversampling!=2 & age > 43) %>% count(voted_94) %>%

mutate(voted_94=as_factor(voted_94), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## voted_94 n prop
## 1 No 4 0.014814815
## 2 Yes 264 0.977777778
## 3 <NA> 2 0.007407407
#White respondents aged >43 years, remove oversampled
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0 & Oversampling!=2 & age > 43) %>% count(voted_94) %>%

mutate(voted_94=as_factor(voted_94), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## voted_94 n prop
## 1 No 26 0.14772727
## 2 Yes 138 0.78409091
## 3 <NA> 12 0.06818182

Endnote 9, p. 110

## ANC favorability, Overall vs. Blacks, 1993

#All races
hsrc_1993 %>% filter(!is.na(q16)) %>% count(q16) %>%

mutate(q16=as_factor(q16), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## q16 n prop
## 1 ANC under Mandela 1192 0.5593618020
## 2 SACP under Ngakula,Slovo 6 0.0028155795
## 3 ANC/SACP alliance 3 0.0014077898
## 4 PAC under Makwetu/Alexander 27 0.0126701079
## 5 National party under De Klerk 309 0.1450023463
## 6 Inkhatha Freedom Party under Buthelezi 34 0.0159549507
## 7 Democratic party under Zac De Beer 49 0.0229938996
## 8 Conservative party under Hartzenberg 66 0.0309713749
## 9 AWB under Terreblanche 17 0.0079774754
## 10 The Volksfront under Constand Viljoen 21 0.0098545284
## 11 Freedom alliance under Constand Viljoen/ Buthelezi etc 25 0.0117315814
## 12 Refuse to respond 204 0.0957297044
## 13 Other 34 0.0159549507
## 14 14 53 0.0248709526
## 15 15 31 0.0145471610
## 16 16 33 0.0154856875
## 17 17 9 0.0042233693
## 18 18 17 0.0079774754
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## 19 19 1 0.0004692633
#Black
hsrc_1993 %>% filter(!is.na(q16) & pop_grp==1) %>% count(q16) %>%

mutate(q16=as_factor(q16), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## q16 n prop
## 1 ANC under Mandela 1055 0.8109146810
## 2 SACP under Ngakula,Slovo 6 0.0046118370
## 3 ANC/SACP alliance 2 0.0015372790
## 4 PAC under Makwetu/Alexander 27 0.0207532667
## 5 National party under De Klerk 7 0.0053804766
## 6 Inkhatha Freedom Party under Buthelezi 12 0.0092236741
## 7 Democratic party under Zac De Beer 2 0.0015372790
## 8 Freedom alliance under Constand Viljoen/ Buthelezi etc 1 0.0007686395
## 9 Refuse to respond 68 0.0522674865
## 10 Other 29 0.0222905457
## 11 14 31 0.0238278248
## 12 15 18 0.0138355111
## 13 16 25 0.0192159877
## 14 17 7 0.0053804766
## 15 18 11 0.0084550346
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Endnote 28, p. 123

## Open-ended responses on transition, Black respondents, Mogale City, 2019

knitr::kable(hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1) %>% count(qual_elect94) %>% select(qual_elect94),
caption="Black respondents' reflections on the transition period (1994-1999)")

Table 1: Black respondents’ reflections on the transition period
(1994-1999)

qual_elect94

Black people were now recognised, and I was very happy about democracy and we were in Soweto with
my friends.
Eastern Cape, was happy about the promises the government were making about improving our lives but
we still have no jobs however I’m happy with everything else.
Everyone was excited and happy because it was our first time voting and there will be a first black
president to rule.
Free State. It was a joyous day as we hoped things were going to improve and get everything we were
promised by the government.
I am so happy to see Nelson Mandela on the ballot paper and I was in Soweto
I don’t know much but I didn’t see anything.
I don’t remember but I remember that we were very happy.
I voted at a local school. I was happy and attended an ANC party.
I voted at Munsieville, I was happy as we were given food, clothes and blankets.
I voted in Kagiso and came home to sit and watch TV for the results of the elections and she celebrated
in Pretoria on the day he was elected as president.
I was an 18 years old at the time but I am not sure about my whereabouts.
I was around here, it felt like God was coming, felt like the struggle was over.
I was at a community hall waiting to cast my vote. They were offered groceries on that day after the vote
which we were very happy about.
I was at home and I was very happy that things would change.
I was at home celebrating with my family and I was joyful for a change from the oppressed life I lived
before 1994.
I was at home happy because Nelson Mandela managed to stay in jail for us and him being a candidate
showed that we were free from the dompas life.
I was at home in Krugersdorp and I was happy that Nelson Mandela was chosen and will rule and leaded
by a black person.
I was at home relaxing with my family. I was happy that we going to unite with white people.
I was at Krugersdorp. I was happy that my father Nelson Mandela was around, he fought for peace, life
and unity between white people and black people.
I was at school and I could see what was happening.
I was at Stellenbosch university surrounded by white students who were racist and who were ignorant of
the change and I was delighted by the change.
I was at the Lion Park and it was hard. There were bombs planted where I was working.
I was at the stadium, I celebrated and was happy watching him on television.
I was at work as a domestic worker. That day was a beautiful day because Mandela had freed us from
apartheid.
I was at work at a restaurant, then I felt happy knowing that black people will get identity documents
and will have free education.
I was at work by that time.
I was born in Kagiso and even when Nelson Mandela was to be a president, I was still in Kagiso. I was
very happy to see him.
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qual_elect94
I was excited. He spent more of his days in jail so everyone was more excited for him to come out. We
hoped for more changes that would makes us, black people, happy and there are changes.
I was given a day off at work so that I can vote and I was happy because I knew it was my right and
responsibility to change how we were living such as running away from the police every now and then.
I was happy and celebrated a lot. By that time, I was at work. I knew that once Mandela came out of
prison, we’ll have great freedom.
I was happy and excited about hearing that Nelson Mandela to become a president.
I was happy and optimistic. I voted in Kagiso at extension with 2 kids at Maponya Primary school.
I was happy because he was released from jail to free us from the white government.
I was happy because he was the first black person we were voting for and was my first time given the
opportunity to vote.
I was happy because I knew our black president would help us get houses and move free without carrying
dompas.
I was happy because I knew that apartheid was over.
I was happy because I thought things were going to change in terms of jobs and service delivery and
education funds.
I was happy because it was my first time to vote because I wanted freedom because we not really free,
there are a lot of criminal activities like rapes and killings. There is woman abuse.
I was happy because it was my first time voting and I was in the North West province.
I was happy because Nelson Mandela changed a lot of things. The oppression by the apartheid
government was over after the elections.
I was happy because our black president was out of jail but we were scared because we never thought that
we would win the elections.
I was happy because the candidate was a black man and I would walk free without carrying a dompass.
We would walk free at night after nine and this thing of white and black shops and toilets would stop.
I was happy because we wanted a black president.
I was happy because we were told if we voted we would get our own houses and yards.
I was happy but felt pain when I was retrenched.
I was happy hence it was my first vote and that things would be better than what it was. No more being
told what to do, which language to speak and where to walk.
I was happy knowing that we will get freedom and I was at work; we even celebrated.
I was happy that I will get a black president and be free.
I was happy that I will get freedom ,I was in Limpopo.
I was happy that we will get freedom.
I was happy to be voting for the first time even though I didn’t really understand what was going on.
I was happy to be voting for the for time and the queues were so long as everyone wanted to vote. We felt
like it was something out of this world.
I was happy to get a black president and have freedom to walk in the street without dompas.
I was happy to hear that Nelson Mandela is going to lead the country and I was in Soweto.
I was happy to vote for a black president that he would give me a house and a job.
I was happy to vote for my black president and the fact that I was voting for the first time.
I was happy to vote, thinking things would change, hence we were voting for a black man hoping we
would get better salaries and better positions at a workplace.
I was happy, hoping things will change and things are still the same.
I was happy, I got access to free education, we got a black president and freedom of movement.
I was here at Kagiso. It was a good day, we were happy because it was my first time to vote.
I was here in Munsiville, and it was a great day ever, hope was brought to us.
I was home and happy, hoping for freedom but even today things are bad we have inequality of gender
and class( poor and rich people.)
I was in Eastern Cape and I was very excited because we were freed from an oppressive life. We had
relocated from other countries to get employment this side.
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I was in Eastern Cape with parents and I was happy that a black person will finally lead the nation and
that apartheid will end.
I was in Free State, I was happy for change, better future for everyone e.g. getting houses and food parcels.
I was in Gauteng Dobsonville and we celebrated with friends and family after the celebration. Inkatha
Freedom Party’s leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi hired people to kill the ANC members for electing Nelson
Mandela.
I was in Honeydew and the buses were supposed to pick us up to take us to Pretoria but they never
arrived, but I was very excited.
I was in Honeydew, Roodepoort and it was just a day like any other.
I was in Johannesburg and things were fine. I was happy to vote for Nelson Mandela and felt free already.
I was in Johannesburg and was happy because there was party called Inkatha. They were killing black
people, but after we voted everything stopped and we got president Mandela and had the freedom to walk
in the streets.
I was in Kagiso and happy to be with Nelson Mandela rally and singing the struggle songs.
I was in Kagiso and the mood was fantastic, we waited for Nelson Mandela to come to our township.
I was in Kagiso and was very happy because the whites didn’t want us, they had their own shops and
toilets, and Mr Nelson changed all that. We were not even allowed to drink beer, we were arrested, and
only whites were allowed to enter the bottle store.
I was in Kagiso during the celebrating time, and campaigning about the election, very happy and my
community members was happy too.
I was in Kagiso happy with the whole community and chanting the struggle songs for our new president.
I was in Kagiso when Nelson Mandela was visiting the black communities to thank them for voting for
him and I was very happy about that.
I was in Kagiso, I very happy and was following every event that Nelson Mandela went to.
I was in Kagiso, then went to Sonup fuel garage to celebrate. That day was the best day of my life
because I was excited to be ruled by a black president and that it was the end of oppression.
I was in Kagiso. The day to me was good because that was the first black leader in South Africa who
people love him.
I was in KZN. I felt free and happy to have the country back.
I was in Limpopo province. I was happy because we were hoping life will be better.
I was in Meadowlands and the feeling was great to think of the first black man to lead South Africa.
I was in Mogale City. It was a fun day, nothing bad happened. We didn’t even go to work that day, even
whites had joined in to vote at their voting stations.
I was in Moruleng in Rustenburg. I was over the moon jumping up and down because my leader was
going to win. I supported him all the way, I knew that he would change this oppressive life that we lived
as black people.
I was in Munsieville south, this is not far to where Desmond Tutu grew up and was happy because
everyone was celebrating for Nelson Mandela.
I was in North West, we celebrated a lot knowing that we will get freedom.
I was in Orlando, we went to FNB stadium waiting for Mandela to give a speech and we were celebrating.
I was in Pietersburg and I was happy because at last a black person will lead the nation. I was also happy
to be free from travelling a long distance without being interrogated by Boers. During apartheid there
were certain times to leave the house and return back home, you were not allowed to visit other people
freely, you had to report first to the Boers. Some White people were also happy that the oppressed life
was over for black people and finally will unite.
I was in Polokwane with my family. I was very joyful that the ANC will rule and white people and black
people will be equal.
I was in Soweto township when Nelson Mandela was elected to be the president of the country and I was
very happy.
I was in Soweto township when Nelson Mandela was elected to be the president of the country, it was a
surprise mood for all black people in the country.
I was in Soweto, Orlando east happy with my counterparts for freedom.
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I was in Soweto, Zondi the queue was long but I was happy that I got a chance to vote for the first time
in my life.
I was in the Eastern Cape. I had hope, big hope that many things and our situation will change and it
did change.
I was in Tsakane and very happy thinking that Nelson Mandela was going to help us against the struggle
of houses which my mother got.
I was in Venda, I was happy to be voting for the first time even though I still didn’t understand exactly
what was going on.
I was in Westrand and was very happy to hear that Mandela will lead us.
I was living in Kagiso with my school mate. I was happy for change and we were over the life of
oppression.
I was not my happy because a week before the vote I was burying my mother but I went to vote in a hope
to get my own house.
I was sick in April when they were voting.
I was staying at a hostel with no house but was happy that I had an opportunity to vote, everybody
wanted to vote.
I was still very young at that time, I don’t remember.
I was still young during that time.
I was still young, I didn’t even have an identity document at the time.
I was very happy and so was everyone even though I had problems hearing but I was truly happy.
I was very happy because it was my first time voting and had an identity document.
I was very happy hence our president was out of jail. I trusted that we will stop walking around carrying
dompas.
I was very happy to vote because I was voting for the first time and was voting for someone with the
same colour as I.
I was very happy to vote for the first time.
I was watching television and felt happy that I will get freedom.
I was watching TV and I was so happy to find a black person to help us.
I was watching TV, I was very happy I couldn’t contain my happiness.
I was with friends in Soweto, and the day was more enlightening for me.
I was working for whites, I was so happy to know that Mandela will be a candidate. In the old days you
couldn’t even sit with your kids, but now you can.
In Munsieville and happy for Nelson Mandela because he liberated and united all South Africa.
It was a great day and was happy knowing that Mandela will bring freedom. We were singing on the
streets of Krugersdorp, we also got free t-shirts.
Just to hear that Nelson Mandela is one of the candidates that relieved everyone in our community and
was happy in Kagiso township.
Kagiso, I was so happy that we were voting for a black person.
Mafikeng. I was happy because finally, I was free because we hoped that we would be free.
My place of residence was in West Rand and was happy to see Nelson Mandela.
Nelson Mandela was educated and loved by the people; I was happy to see him as a leader coming to our
township in Kagiso.
Nelson Mandela was elected in 1996 not in 1994. I was in the township working. That day was special to
me because black people got a share in parliament to rule as black people. Even though white people
were the many, at least we had the privileged to be heard as black people by the government.
Nelson Mandela was loved by everyone black and whites and I was happy too. I was in Soweto.
Our Munseville community was happy and to support Nelson Mandela in his new portfolio.
Polokwane, I was very happy because apartheid was coming to an end.
She was happy because Nelson Mandela was finally released he has been fighting for their rights. I voted
at Randfontein and they had small celebration to have a new president.
That day made me happy because he was elected to be the black president. Down with the oppressed life.
I was at home with my family watching the television.
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That day Mandela was chosen, I was at home listening to the radio with my family. I was jovial that the
black president will rule the nation and he will listen to our cries e.g. to get free land.
The feeling was great. Everybody was happy for a black president and I was in West Rand region
The feeling was not great because it was the end of white regime, I was in the north west.
There was a great atmosphere, it was raining.
To see Nelson Mandela on the ballot paper was something made me happy because I knew that we are
going to be free as he promised us. I was in Munsieville.
Was in Soweto in the South with my school mate. Happy for Nelson Mandela his good leadership
knowledge.
We celebrated that day at the stadium, it was a happy day knowing that we will get freedom in terms of
education.
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## Open-ended responses on transition, White respondents, Mogale City, 2019

knitr::kable(hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0) %>% count(qual_elect94) %>% select(qual_elect94),
caption="White respondents' reflections on the transition period (1994-1999)")

Table 2: White respondents’ reflections on the transition period
(1994-1999)

qual_elect94

At school.
Democracy was born, all racial groups were now meting together and working together, I was in
Krugersdorp and happy for regime changed.
Difficult, white people don’t get a job, and white people need money just as much as black people.
I can’t remember where I was and I was happy to vote for the first time.
I did not care who was president as long as our land and people are treated fairly in terms that black and
white have the same opportunities and better education, and health care.
I do not know.
I don’t remember.
I was a student in Roodepoort. Hearing that Nelson Mandela is a candidate, I was happy because I liked
him.
I was around the West Rand.
I was at work staying in Pine Haven. I felt like something good happened, like we had freedom but now
the country is ruined.
I was at home and all whites including me thought the worst is still coming.
I was at home and worried about our future but I voted anyway.
I was at home but that was very good for me. I had no problem but peace between black people and
white people.
I was at home watching Nelson Mandela being released from prison, walking with his wife Winnie
Mandela. That, for me, was a good day. I was proud that they chose a black president who was not
corrupt and who knew how to lead the nation.
I was at Krugersdorp working. I can’t remember how that day was for me.
I was at my house in Alberton, spending time with my family. That day was exciting because everybody
was excited for Nelson Mandela
I was at work and I felt happy knowing that there will be freedom to unite other race groups.
I was at work. The day was good and peacefully. This was what he hoped for unity and working together.
I was happy because election will bring changes to the people, equality and freedom of movement for all
and i was in Kagiso.
I was happy because everyone got the right to vote.
I was happy because I was voting for the first time and I was in the West Rand.
I was happy knowing that we will be united as all races.
I was happy to hear that Nelson Mandela is going to lead the country, and all the people from Soweto was
happy and dancing the struggle songs.
I was happy to vote for him and for change so that we can all stay in one place.
I was happy to vote for the first time and I was in the West Rrand.
I was happy to vote.
I was here in Krugersdorp and wasn’t happy knowing that we will have a black president.
I was here Klerksdorp and was happy we believed South Africa will be united.
I was here working. It was a good day, I was happy and hoping that things were changing.
I was home and I don’t recall anything.
I was in a wholesale business from South Africa, America and Germany. I found that day very friendly
and helpful everybody helped each other, in terms of business and a better life.
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I was in Free state standing in the queue waiting to vote. The feeling was the same, I did not see a
difference.
I was in hospital, I had an accident. In my room, I saw Mr Mandela. I felt good because everyone was
free from oppression, black and white united on that day.
I was in Krugersdorp, and happy to see a new change and democracy.
I was in Krugersdorp, but happy for nelson Mandela, even though my parent was not please about the
black leader.
I was in Krugersdorp, it was a happy day because it was the coming of democracy.
I was in Krugersdorp, working as a security officer.
I was in Krugersdorp.
I was in Krugersdorp. I did not feel anything because I did not have any problem and I was fine.
I was in Krugersdorp. It was a nice because he stood up for everybody including women and children.
I was in matric and I was optimistic due to the respect I have for Nelson Mandela. In the past the
government first did the job before eating money unlike today’s government who eat first then want to do
the job later with cents.
I was in Mogale, happy, thinking that everything is going to work out well and people will be united as
one nation.
I was in Newlands. I was happy to be voting for ANC because Mandela was a great man because I knew
he can be trusted.
I was in prison, I was jumping for joy.
I was in Randfontein. It was nice but nothing special was happening.
I was in the Ventersdorp and the day was bad because all racial groups were now one, which was the
thing which we never knew before.
I was in the West Rand, the day in our area was good and I was happy to vote for the first time.
I was in Vanderbijlpark, I don’t remember what the day was like.
I was in West Rand, the day in our area was good and I was happy to vote for the first time.
I was in Witbank watching Nelson Mandela on TV, that day was good and I was happy I chose Mandela
to be our president.
I was not happy because Nelson Mandela changed things, all race was now becoming one which was not
common.
I was not happy knowing that the racial groups is going to be mixed, I was in the North West.
I was not happy to hear that Nelson Mandela he is going to be a leader, fearing that black people will
mistreat us. I was in the north west province.
I was not happy to receive a black leader because that was going to change a lot of things including policy
and laws. The place I was staying by that time was in Krugersdorp
I was staying in Rosettenville and I was excited.
I was still at school and can’t remember exactly what happened.
I was still at school in Krugersdorp but happy to hear that Nelson Mandela is going to be a new president.
I was still at school, I don’t know much.
I was still in school and I did not pay that much attention.
I was still in school, so I didn’t vote.
I was still young I didn’t understand much.
I was very happy on that day when all people are equal before the law and that was the birth of
democracy, I was still a student in the north west.
I was with my father, we were sad because we were not used to a black person being a leader. I was also
scared knowing that we are going be lead by a black person.
I was working at the railway. I was thinking that may be things will change, like small children will go to
varsity for free.
I was working for Ainwoer and it was just a good day for me.
I was working. I was not happy because I was not sure if he could make the land better.
In 1994, I was doing in-service training and it was very exciting that day watching it on the TV, when
they put him as a president.
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In Florida Johannesburg. It was neutral, like it was a normal day.
It was a difficult day for us but I was in the Potchefstroom region.
It was a difficult transition. Everything was left behind.
it was a happy and sad mood in our community because of the changes that was going to happen when
putting Nelson Mandela as a leader.
It was good and we were in Richards Bay.
It was not a good mood for me and my parents because we knew that the country is going to change laws
and policies. I was in the Potchefstroom on that time.
It was scary to hear that, because the only thing that comes to my mind was, black people will fight
whitesâ€™ people, I was not happy, but it did not happen as I thought. I was in Krugersdorp.
Mixed feelings; happy and sad. Simply because the regime changed and policies, but I was in the
Potchefstroom.
Most probably at work.
Nelson Mandela was a hero and with respect of law because he was a lawyer too. I was in the
Krugersdorp happy.
Nelson Mandela was true leader who know what human dignity and I is was in Roodepoort and happy for
him to be a leader after been kept in jail for many years.
Same as every other day.
The day Mandela was given power to be a president it was mixed feeling to me. I did not mind that much
but was afraid, thinking that blacks may as well do revenge to us. I was in the West Rand.
The day to me was bad because I lost my daughter on the 1st of April. I was in Roodepoort.
The day was a good one and I was happy to receive him. I was in the West Rand.
The day was good because we were voting for Nelson Mandela, our father.
The day was not good because all races were mixed and before you know it was prohibited to see all race
sharing facilities. I was in the Ventersdorp.
The mood was not good, whites were afraid thinking that Nelson Mandela will revenge on what was done
to him during the apartheid era. But I was happy because Mandela was a great person who knows human
dignity. I was in the Rustenburg during that time.
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Chapter 6

Endnote 4, p. 135

## Corruption perceptions, SA, 2015

#apply survey weights
afrob_2015 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#corruption perceptions
mutate(Q54=as_factor(Q54)) %>%
group_by(Q54) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q54 prop prop_se
## 1 Increased a lot 0.63826853 0.011390489
## 2 Increased somewhat 0.19467492 0.009499319
## 3 Stayed the same 0.09671978 0.006819397
## 4 Decreased somewhat 0.03946511 0.004400389
## 5 Decreased a lot 0.01744559 0.003352475
## 6 Don't know 0.01342607 0.002673162

Endnote 5, p. 137

## South Africa is a failed state, Gauteng, 2015

#apply survey weights
gcro_2015 %>% as_survey(weights=c(Bench_wgt_30002)) %>%
#SA a failed state
mutate(Q6_57=as_factor(Q6_57)) %>%
group_by(Q6_57) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q6_57 prop prop_se
## 1 1 0.1119927 0.002022190
## 2 2 0.2525573 0.002805380
## 3 3 0.2185417 0.002670370
## 4 4 0.2965615 0.002911075
## 5 5 0.1203468 0.002039517
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Endnote 47, p. 148

## Country's direction, Gauteng, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#country going in the wrong direction
mutate(Q9_03_country=as_factor(Q9_03_country)) %>%
group_by(Q9_03_country) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q9_03_country prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.18792188 0.002800739
## 2 Agree 0.41638856 0.003508424
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.13984956 0.002464585
## 4 Disagree 0.21219532 0.002920647
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.04364468 0.001439436

Endnote 57, p. 151

## Corruption threat to dem, Mogale vs. rest of Gauteng, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#create indicator for Mogale City vs. other municipalities
mutate(Mogale = case_when(munic=="Mogale City" ~ "Mogale", TRUE ~ "Rest of Gauteng")) %>%
#corruption is main threat to democracy
mutate(Q9_08_corruption=as_factor(Q9_08_corruption)) %>%
group_by(Mogale, Q9_08_corruption) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Mogale Q9_08_corruption prop prop_se
## 1 Mogale Strongly agree 0.35671636 0.013730458
## 2 Mogale Agree 0.50309017 0.014265585
## 3 Mogale Neither agree nor disagree 0.07475080 0.007541820
## 4 Mogale Disagree 0.05717778 0.006372712
## 5 Mogale Strongly disagree 0.00826489 0.002425571
## 6 Rest of Gauteng Strongly agree 0.34129549 0.003483067
## 7 Rest of Gauteng Agree 0.52083341 0.003644135
## 8 Rest of Gauteng Neither agree nor disagree 0.06323744 0.001776540
## 9 Rest of Gauteng Disagree 0.05435005 0.001644531
## 10 Rest of Gauteng Strongly disagree 0.02028360 0.001019316
## Satisfaction with local govt, Mogale City, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City
filter(munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#satisfaction with local government
mutate(Q8_12_LG=as_factor(Q8_12_LG)) %>%
group_by(Q8_12_LG) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q8_12_LG prop prop_se
## 1 Very satisfied 0.03724214 0.005213778
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## 2 Satisfied 0.33761845 0.013514405
## 3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 0.21306854 0.011823294
## 4 Dissatisfied 0.29353297 0.012902693
## 5 Very dissatisfied 0.11853790 0.009229494
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Endnote 59, p. 152

##Protest participation, Mogale City, 2013

#apply survey weights
gcro_2013 %>% as_survey(weights=c(GCROweight)) %>%
#select Mogale City only
filter(Munic2006=="Mogale City") %>%
#protest participation in 2013
mutate(X10_3=as_factor(X10_3)) %>%
group_by(X10_3) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## X10_3 prop prop_se
## 1 0 0.96894748 0.005643963
## 2 1 0.01967860 0.004268969
## 3 <NA> 0.01137392 0.003754838
##Protest participation, Mogale City, 2017/8

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City only
filter(munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#protest participation in 2013
mutate(Q13_04_participate_protest=as_factor(Q13_04_participate_protest)) %>%
group_by(Q13_04_participate_protest) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q13_04_participate_protest prop prop_se
## 1 No 0.91879415 0.007562966
## 2 Yes 0.08120585 0.007562966

Endnote 65, p. 155

### Fear of violence, South African Local Councillors, 2017

sacops_2017 %>%
count(councjob11) %>% mutate(prop=n/sum(n)) %>%
mutate(councjob11=recode(councjob11, `1`="Strongly disagree", `2`="Disagree", `3`="Neither", `4`="Agree", `5`="Strongly agree")) %>% as.data.frame()

## councjob11 n prop
## 1 Strongly disagree 146 0.14327772
## 2 Disagree 308 0.30225711
## 3 Neither 94 0.09224730
## 4 Agree 310 0.30421982
## 5 Strongly agree 143 0.14033366
## 6 <NA> 18 0.01766438
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Endnote 77, p. 159

##Participation in ward meetings, Mogale City, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City only
filter(munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#ward meeting participation
mutate(Q8_05_1=as_factor(Q8_05_1)) %>%
group_by(Q8_05_1) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q8_05_1 prop prop_se
## 1 No 0.5911438 0.01381148
## 2 Yes 0.4088562 0.01381148
##Participation in residents' meetings, Mogale City, 2017

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City only
filter(munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#residents' meeting participation
mutate(Q8_05_1=as_factor(Q8_05_1)) %>%
group_by(Q8_05_2) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q8_05_2 prop prop_se
## 1 0 0.5868555 0.01391043
## 2 1 0.4131445 0.01391043
##Correlation between the two participation measures

#filter to Mogale City
gcro_2017_mc <- gcro_2017 %>% filter(munic=="Mogale City")
#apply survey weights
gcro_2017_mc_wtd <- svydesign(id= ~resp_id, weights= ~weight, data=gcro_2017_mc)
#calculate correlation
jtools::svycor(~Q8_05_1 + Q8_05_2, design = gcro_2017_mc_wtd)

## Q8_05_1 Q8_05_2
## Q8_05_1 1.00 0.61
## Q8_05_2 0.61 1.00

Figure 6.3, p. 162

For ANC vote shares over time, see the Electoral Commission’s Results Portal:

• https://results.elections.org.za/home/downloads/npe-results (national)

• https://results.elections.org.za/dashboards/lge/ (local)
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Endnote 87, p. 163

NB: 1990 GDP per capita data are from the Penn World Tables, available at: https://www.rug.nl/ggdc/
productivity/pwt/?lang=en
### Correlation between per capita GDP (1990) and CPI scores (2019)

### Step 1: Prepare data

#extract country name and scores
ti_2019_scores <- ti_2019 %>% select(Country, `CPI score 2019`)
#rename variables
colnames(ti_2019_scores) <- c("country_name", "cpi_corrupt_2019")
#merge VDEM_2019 and TI_2019 data
ti_2019_merge <- left_join(vdem_2019, ti_2019_scores, by=c("countryname"="country_name"))
#rescale corruption variable
ti_2019_merge <- ti_2019_merge %>% mutate(corruption = -1*(cpi_corrupt_2019 - 100))
#filter to desired year and variables
ti_2019_merge <- ti_2019_merge %>% filter(year==1990) %>%

select(gdpcapl, country_name, cpi_corrupt_2019, corruption) %>% na.omit()
#rename 3 countries
ti_2019_merge$country_name <- recode(ti_2019_merge$country_name, "Ivory Coast"="Cote d'Ivoire", "Swaziland"="Eswatini", "Burma/Myanmar"="Myanmar")

### Step 2: Run OLS
fit1 <- lm(corruption ~ gdpcapl, data=ti_2019_merge)

#regression results
summary(fit1)

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = corruption ~ gdpcapl, data = ti_2019_merge)
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -26.102 -6.279 0.427 5.793 44.263
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 72.3897 1.4677 49.32 <2e-16 ***
## gdpcapl -2.1620 0.1467 -14.74 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 11.06 on 109 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.6658, Adjusted R-squared: 0.6627
## F-statistic: 217.2 on 1 and 109 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
#check R^2
summary(fit1)$r.squared

## [1] 0.6658151
#check which country is SA (country no. 72)
which(ti_2019_merge$country_name=="South Africa")
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## [1] 72
#extract predicted score for South Africa
fit1$fitted.values[72]

## 72
## 55.76184
#actual score
ti_2019_merge[ti_2019_merge$country_name=="South Africa", 4]

## # A tibble: 1 x 1
## corruption
## <dbl>
## 1 56
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Endnote 94, p. 165

## Data preparation

#relabel countries
scad_2017$countryname <- recode(scad_2017$countryname,

"Democratic Republic of the Congo"="D.R. of the Congo",
"Democratic Republic of Congo"="D.R. of the Congo",
"Swaziland"="Eswatini")

#recode missing data
scad_2017 <- scad_2017 %>% replace_with_na(replace=list(ndeath=c(-77, -88, -99)))

## Deaths in South Africa, Pre vs. Post 1994 election
scad_2017 %>%
#filter to South Africa data
filter(countryname=="South Africa") %>%
#create date indicator
mutate(enddate=as.Date(enddate, format="%d-%b-%y")) %>%
mutate(post_election=ifelse(enddate >= "1994-04-25", "1994-2017", "1990-1994")) %>%
#group number of deaths by date indicator
group_by(post_election) %>%
summarise(n=sum(ndeath, na.rm=T)) %>% as.data.frame()

## post_election n
## 1 1990-1994 12382
## 2 1994-2017 2298
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## Number of deaths by country

scad_2017 %>%
#create date indicator
mutate(enddate=as.Date(enddate, format="%d-%b-%y")) %>%
mutate(post_election=ifelse(enddate >= "1994-04-25", "1994-2017", "1990-1994")) %>%
#group by country (incl. those with 0 cases)
group_by(countryname, .drop = F, post_election) %>%
#count number of cases
summarise_at(vars(ndeath), list(n = sum), na.rm = T) %>%
#format
pivot_wider(names_from=post_election, values_from=n) %>% select(-`NA`) %>% as.data.frame()

## countryname 1990-1994 1994-2017
## 1 Algeria 133 682
## 2 Angola 16 587
## 3 Benin 2 33
## 4 Botswana 0 2
## 5 Burkina Faso 2 245
## 6 Burundi 1381 1719
## 7 Cameroon 1214 2651
## 8 Central African Republic 34 6717
## 9 Chad 41 2070
## 10 Cote d'Ivoire 26 2369
## 11 D.R. of the Congo 10699 25492
## 12 Egypt 75 9455
## 13 Eritrea 0 87
## 14 Eswatini 0 6
## 15 Ethiopia 363 3309
## 16 Gabon 18 231
## 17 Gambia NA 33
## 18 Ghana 6063 440
## 19 Guinea 47 793
## 20 Guinea-Bissau NA 60
## 21 Kenya 1476 27865
## 22 Lesotho 148 104
## 23 Liberia 12 1682
## 24 Libya 1 11567
## 25 Madagascar 307 503
## 26 Malawi 159 70
## 27 Mali 275 1839
## 28 Mauritania 346 60
## 29 Mauritius NA 11
## 30 Morocco 106 137
## 31 Mozambique 2 328
## 32 Namibia 1 69
## 33 Niger 83 1500
## 34 Nigeria 2949 44141
## 35 Republic of Congo 8 107
## 36 Rwanda 1127 3462
## 37 Senegal 8 190
## 38 Sierra Leone 90 301
## 39 Somalia 610 9709
## 40 South Africa 12382 2298
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## 41 South Sudan NA 6096
## 42 Sudan 205 12919
## 43 Tanzania 0 289
## 44 Togo 228 197
## 45 Tunisia 4 708
## 46 Uganda 1 838
## 47 Zambia 128 39
## 48 Zimbabwe 0 184
## Number of deaths in South Africa vs. Average in rest of Africa

scad_2017 %>%
#create date indicator
mutate(enddate=as.Date(enddate, format="%d-%b-%y")) %>%
mutate(post_election=ifelse(enddate >= "1994-04-25", "1994-2017", "1990-1994")) %>%
#create indicator for South Africa
mutate(sa_flag=as.factor(ifelse(countryname=="South Africa", "South Africa", "Others"))) %>%
#create indicator for number of countries
group_by(sa_flag, post_election) %>%
summarise_at(vars(ndeath), list(n = sum), na.rm = T) %>%
#create average variable
mutate(ncountry=ifelse(sa_flag=="Others", 47, 1)) %>%
mutate(mean=round(n/ncountry, 0)) %>%
#format
select(sa_flag, post_election, mean) %>%
pivot_wider(names_from=post_election, values_from=mean) %>% select(-`NA`) %>% as.data.frame()

## sa_flag 1990-1994 1994-2017
## 1 Others 604 3870
## 2 South Africa 12382 2298
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Figure 6.4, p. 166

## Electoral Democracy Scores, South Africa vs. Upper-Middle-Income

#filter to 1985-2018
vdem_uppmidinc <- vdem_2019 %>% filter(year > 1984 & upmiddleincome==1) %>% as.data.frame()

#create plot
ggplot(vdem_uppmidinc, aes(x=year, y=v2x_polyarchy, group=country_name)) +

geom_line(color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], color="black", size = 1.7) +
annotate("text", label="South Africa", x=2005, y=0.85, size=5, fontface=2) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Costa Rica",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Bulgaria",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Malaysia",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Turkey",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Venezuela",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
xlim(c(1984, 2020)) +
labs(title="Electoral Democracy Scores, 1985-2018",

subtitle="South Africa vs. Other upper-middle-income countries",
x=element_blank(), y="Electoral democracy score") +

theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Figure 6.5, p. 167

## Electoral Democracy Scores, South Africa vs. Sub-Saharan Africa

#filter data to Sub-Saharan Africa
vdem_ssa <- vdem_2019 %>% filter(year > 1984 & region=="SSF") %>% as.data.frame()
#abbreviate Central African Republic
vdem_ssa$country_name <- recode(vdem_ssa$country_name, "Central African Republic"="Ctrl. Afr. Rep.")

#create plot
ggplot(vdem_ssa, aes(x=year, y=v2x_polyarchy, group=country_name)) +

geom_line(color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$country_name=="South Africa",], color="black", size = 1.7) +
annotate("text", label="South Africa", x=2005, y=0.85, size=5, fontface=2) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Mauritius",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Botswana",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Nigeria",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Ctrl. Afr. Rep.",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Rwanda",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_ssa[vdem_ssa$year==2018 & vdem_ssa$country_name=="Eritrea",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
xlim(c(1984, 2020)) +
labs(title="Electoral Democracy Scores, 1985-2018",

subtitle="South Africa vs. Other African countries",
x=element_blank(), y="Electoral democracy score") +

theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Chapter 7

Endnote 4, p. 171

Housing types, 1995 vs. 2016

Dataset: South Africa Census, 1996: Household (10% Sample)

Resource link: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview | Copyright: All rights reserved | Page: 1 / 1

Type of dwelling
Code Frequency % of all % of valid

House or brick structure
on separate sta

1 406,396 48.0 48.0

Traditional dwelling 2 156,159 18.4 18.4

Flat in block of flats 3 41,749 4.9 4.9

Town/cluster/semi-
detached house

4 35,536 4.2 4.2

Unit in retirement village 5 3,582 0.4 0.4

House/flat/room in
backyard

6 43,675 5.2 5.2

Informal dwelling/shack
in backyard

7 37,303 4.4 4.4

Informal dwelling/shack
elsewhere

8 97,612 11.5 11.5

Room/flatlet on shared
property

9 12,715 1.5 1.5

Caravan/tent 10 1,516 0.2 0.2

None/homeless 11 216 0.0 0.0

Other 12 1,462 0.2 0.2

Unspecified/Dummy 99 8,557 1.0 1.0

Total 846,478 100.0 100.0

Source: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Dataset: Community Survey 2016 (Household information)

Resource link: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview | Copyright: All rights reserved | Page: 1 / 1

Main dwelling that the
household currently lives
in

Code Frequency % of all % of valid

Formal dwelling/house
or brick/concrete block
structure on a

1 645,935 65.6 65.6

Traditional dwelling/
hut/structure made of
traditional mater

2 95,398 9.7 9.7

Flat or apartment in a
block of flats

3 28,453 2.9 2.9

Cluster house in
complex

4 6,259 0.6 0.6

Townhouse (semi-
detached house in a
complex)

5 5,955 0.6 0.6

Semi-detached house 6 7,590 0.8 0.8

Formal dwelling/house/
flat/room in backyard

7 63,453 6.4 6.4

Informal dwelling/shack
in backyard

8 49,517 5.0 5.0

Informal dwelling/shack
not in backyard (e.g. in
an informal

9 65,927 6.7 6.7

Room/flatlet on a
property or larger
dwelling/servants quart

10 7,431 0.8 0.8

Caravan/tent 11 365 0.0 0.0

Other 12 8,224 0.8 0.8

Unspecified 99 120 0.0 0.0

Total 984,627 100.0 100.0

Figure 5: Housing types, 2016

Source: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Endnote 8, p. 172

Toilet types, 1995 vs. 2016

Dataset: Community Survey 2016 (Household information)

Resource link: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview | Copyright: All rights reserved | Page: 1 / 1

Main type of toilet
facility used

Code Frequency % of all % of valid

Flush toilet connected
to a public sewerage
system

1 533,495 54.2 54.2

Flush toilet connected
to a septic tank or
conservancy tank

2 26,080 2.6 2.6

Chemical toilet 3 47,529 4.8 4.8

Pit latrine/toilet with
ventilation pipe

4 153,327 15.6 15.6

Pit latrine/toilet without
ventilation pipe

5 154,124 15.7 15.7

Ecological toilet (e.g.
urine diversion;
enviroloo; etc.)

6 3,339 0.3 0.3

Bucket toilet (collected
by municipality)

7 12,717 1.3 1.3

Bucket toilet (emptied
by household)

8 7,965 0.8 0.8

Other 9 17,433 1.8 1.8

None 10 28,618 2.9 2.9

Total 984,627 100.0 100.0

Source: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Dataset: Community Survey 2016 (Household information)

Resource link: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview | Copyright: All rights reserved | Page: 1 / 1

Main type of toilet
facility used

Code Frequency % of all % of valid

Flush toilet connected
to a public sewerage
system

1 533,495 54.2 54.2

Flush toilet connected
to a septic tank or
conservancy tank

2 26,080 2.6 2.6

Chemical toilet 3 47,529 4.8 4.8

Pit latrine/toilet with
ventilation pipe

4 153,327 15.6 15.6

Pit latrine/toilet without
ventilation pipe

5 154,124 15.7 15.7

Ecological toilet (e.g.
urine diversion;
enviroloo; etc.)

6 3,339 0.3 0.3

Bucket toilet (collected
by municipality)

7 12,717 1.3 1.3

Bucket toilet (emptied
by household)

8 7,965 0.8 0.8

Other 9 17,433 1.8 1.8

None 10 28,618 2.9 2.9

Total 984,627 100.0 100.0

Figure 6: Toilet types, 2016

Source: http://nesstar.statssa.gov.za:8282/webview/ (Accessed 02/22/2022)
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Endnote 16, p. 177

##Share of Black Mogale residents living in RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1) %>%
#tenure type
mutate(Q1_05_Ownership=as_factor(Q1_05_Ownership)) %>%
group_by(Q1_05_Ownership) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_05_Ownership prop prop_se
## 1 Owned,but paying off a bond 0.05881322 0.007130054
## 2 Owned, fully paid off 0.12832700 0.009982831
## 3 Free RDP house 0.20312385 0.012195061
## 4 Built with own or family funds/contributions 0.04649266 0.006436226
## 5 Used government housing subsidy and own contribution 0.01955356 0.004551338
## 6 Transfer of title deeds of existing government house 0.01538929 0.003746910
## 7 Inherited 0.01881714 0.003934787
## 8 Other 0.03749686 0.006119308
## 9 <NA> 0.47198642 0.015197022

Endnote 17, p. 177

ERRATUM: Book text reports Black electricity provision as 24% in 1994; the correct figure is 29%.
### Electric and water provision over time in Mogale City by race

### Step 1: Electricity provision

#convert survey item to character vector
hms_2019$sve_yr <- to_character(hms_2019$Q21)
#recode yes + refusals/don't know as earliest year
hms_2019$sve_yr[hms_2019$sve_yr=="Refused/Don't know" & hms_2019$Q20==1] <- "1969 or earlier"
#recode no electricity
hms_2019$sve_yr[hms_2019$Q20==2] <- "No electricity"
hms_2019$sve_yr[hms_2019$Q20==3] <- "Refused"

#create dataframe of results
hms_sve <- hms_2019 %>%
#subset to lifelong residents
filter(alwayslived==1) %>%
#year of first access to electricity
count(sve_yr, Race) %>% pivot_wider(names_from = Race, values_from=n) %>% as.data.frame()

#add cumulative total
hms_sve$ctot_black <- cumsum(replace_na(hms_sve$African, 0))
hms_sve$ctot_white <- cumsum(replace_na(hms_sve$White, 0))
#drop missing values
hms_sve <- hms_sve[c(1:47),]
#add proportions
hms_sve$cprop_black <- hms_sve$ctot_black/sum(hms_sve$African, na.rm=T)
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hms_sve$cprop_white <- hms_sve$ctot_white/sum(hms_sve$White, na.rm=T)

#print results by year
print(hms_sve)

## sve_yr African White ctot_black ctot_white cprop_black cprop_white
## 1 1969 or earlier 47 76 47 76 0.1727941 0.4903226
## 2 1970 NA 2 47 78 0.1727941 0.5032258
## 3 1971 NA 4 47 82 0.1727941 0.5290323
## 4 1972 NA 2 47 84 0.1727941 0.5419355
## 5 1973 1 2 48 86 0.1764706 0.5548387
## 6 1974 NA 2 48 88 0.1764706 0.5677419
## 7 1975 NA 1 48 89 0.1764706 0.5741935
## 8 1976 1 2 49 91 0.1801471 0.5870968
## 9 1977 NA 3 49 94 0.1801471 0.6064516
## 10 1978 NA 3 49 97 0.1801471 0.6258065
## 11 1979 NA 5 49 102 0.1801471 0.6580645
## 12 1980 1 4 50 106 0.1838235 0.6838710
## 13 1983 NA 1 50 107 0.1838235 0.6903226
## 14 1986 NA 3 50 110 0.1838235 0.7096774
## 15 1987 1 3 51 113 0.1875000 0.7290323
## 16 1988 2 NA 53 113 0.1948529 0.7290323
## 17 1989 3 1 56 114 0.2058824 0.7354839
## 18 1990 3 3 59 117 0.2169118 0.7548387
## 19 1991 4 NA 63 117 0.2316176 0.7548387
## 20 1992 3 1 66 118 0.2426471 0.7612903
## 21 1993 3 2 69 120 0.2536765 0.7741935
## 22 1994 10 3 79 123 0.2904412 0.7935484
## 23 1995 14 8 93 131 0.3419118 0.8451613
## 24 1996 12 NA 105 131 0.3860294 0.8451613
## 25 1997 2 1 107 132 0.3933824 0.8516129
## 26 1998 10 1 117 133 0.4301471 0.8580645
## 27 1999 13 1 130 134 0.4779412 0.8645161
## 28 2000 10 NA 140 134 0.5147059 0.8645161
## 29 2001 4 1 144 135 0.5294118 0.8709677
## 30 2002 2 NA 146 135 0.5367647 0.8709677
## 31 2003 15 1 161 136 0.5919118 0.8774194
## 32 2004 11 NA 172 136 0.6323529 0.8774194
## 33 2005 7 NA 179 136 0.6580882 0.8774194
## 34 2006 4 NA 183 136 0.6727941 0.8774194
## 35 2007 6 NA 189 136 0.6948529 0.8774194
## 36 2008 4 2 193 138 0.7095588 0.8903226
## 37 2009 6 1 199 139 0.7316176 0.8967742
## 38 2010 3 1 202 140 0.7426471 0.9032258
## 39 2012 3 1 205 141 0.7536765 0.9096774
## 40 2013 1 1 206 142 0.7573529 0.9161290
## 41 2014 5 1 211 143 0.7757353 0.9225806
## 42 2015 4 1 215 144 0.7904412 0.9290323
## 43 2016 4 1 219 145 0.8051471 0.9354839
## 44 2017 5 NA 224 145 0.8235294 0.9354839
## 45 2018 5 NA 229 145 0.8419118 0.9354839
## 46 2019 1 3 230 148 0.8455882 0.9548387
## 47 No electricity 42 7 272 155 1.0000000 1.0000000
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### Step 2: Water provision over time by race

#convert survey items to character vector
hms_2019$svw_yr <- to_character(hms_2019$Q23)
#recode refusals/don't know as earliest year
hms_2019$svw_yr[hms_2019$svw_yr=="Refused/Don't know" & hms_2019$Q22==1] <- "1969 or earlier"

#create dataframe of results
hms_svw <- hms_2019 %>%
#filter to lifelong residents and valid responses to whether have electric connection
filter(alwayslived==1) %>%
#year of first access to electricity
count(svw_yr, Race) %>% pivot_wider(names_from = Race, values_from=n) %>% as.data.frame()

#add cumulative total
hms_svw$ctot_black <- cumsum(replace_na(hms_svw$African, 0))
hms_svw$ctot_white <- cumsum(replace_na(hms_svw$White, 0))

#drop missing values
hms_svw <- hms_svw[c(1:47),]

#add proportions
hms_svw$cprop_black <- hms_svw$ctot_black/sum(hms_svw$African, na.rm=T)
hms_svw$cprop_white <- hms_svw$ctot_white/sum(hms_svw$White, na.rm=T)

#print results by year
print(hms_svw)

## svw_yr African White ctot_black ctot_white cprop_black cprop_white
## 1 1969 or earlier 33 71 33 71 0.1783784 0.5071429
## 2 1970 NA 2 33 73 0.1783784 0.5214286
## 3 1971 NA 4 33 77 0.1783784 0.5500000
## 4 1972 NA 2 33 79 0.1783784 0.5642857
## 5 1973 1 3 34 82 0.1837838 0.5857143
## 6 1974 NA 2 34 84 0.1837838 0.6000000
## 7 1975 1 1 35 85 0.1891892 0.6071429
## 8 1976 2 2 37 87 0.2000000 0.6214286
## 9 1977 1 4 38 91 0.2054054 0.6500000
## 10 1978 NA 3 38 94 0.2054054 0.6714286
## 11 1979 1 4 39 98 0.2108108 0.7000000
## 12 1980 2 3 41 101 0.2216216 0.7214286
## 13 1982 1 NA 42 101 0.2270270 0.7214286
## 14 1983 NA 1 42 102 0.2270270 0.7285714
## 15 1986 NA 3 42 105 0.2270270 0.7500000
## 16 1987 1 3 43 108 0.2324324 0.7714286
## 17 1988 1 NA 44 108 0.2378378 0.7714286
## 18 1989 1 2 45 110 0.2432432 0.7857143
## 19 1990 4 3 49 113 0.2648649 0.8071429
## 20 1991 1 NA 50 113 0.2702703 0.8071429
## 21 1992 4 1 54 114 0.2918919 0.8142857
## 22 1993 4 1 58 115 0.3135135 0.8214286
## 23 1994 6 2 64 117 0.3459459 0.8357143
## 24 1995 8 8 72 125 0.3891892 0.8928571
## 25 1996 5 NA 77 125 0.4162162 0.8928571
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## 26 1997 1 2 78 127 0.4216216 0.9071429
## 27 1998 11 NA 89 127 0.4810811 0.9071429
## 28 1999 9 1 98 128 0.5297297 0.9142857
## 29 2000 5 NA 103 128 0.5567568 0.9142857
## 30 2001 4 1 107 129 0.5783784 0.9214286
## 31 2002 1 NA 108 129 0.5837838 0.9214286
## 32 2003 16 1 124 130 0.6702703 0.9285714
## 33 2004 10 NA 134 130 0.7243243 0.9285714
## 34 2005 5 NA 139 130 0.7513514 0.9285714
## 35 2006 2 NA 141 130 0.7621622 0.9285714
## 36 2007 5 NA 146 130 0.7891892 0.9285714
## 37 2008 2 2 148 132 0.8000000 0.9428571
## 38 2009 4 1 152 133 0.8216216 0.9500000
## 39 2010 2 1 154 134 0.8324324 0.9571429
## 40 2012 4 1 158 135 0.8540541 0.9642857
## 41 2013 4 1 162 136 0.8756757 0.9714286
## 42 2014 4 NA 166 136 0.8972973 0.9714286
## 43 2015 2 2 168 138 0.9081081 0.9857143
## 44 2016 5 1 173 139 0.9351351 0.9928571
## 45 2017 4 NA 177 139 0.9567568 0.9928571
## 46 2018 1 NA 178 139 0.9621622 0.9928571
## 47 2019 7 1 185 140 1.0000000 1.0000000
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Figure 7.2, p. 178

##Black-White gap in basic service delivery, Mogale City, 1970-2019

##Convert data to long format
hms_sve_l <- hms_sve %>%

pivot_longer(cprop_black:cprop_white, names_to="Race", values_to="prop") %>%
mutate(Race=recode(Race, "cprop_black"="Black", "cprop_white"="Whites")) %>%
mutate(prop=as.numeric(prop)*100) %>%
mutate(sve_yr=as.numeric(sve_yr))

hms_svw_l <- hms_svw %>%
pivot_longer(cprop_black:cprop_white, names_to="Race", values_to="prop") %>%
mutate(Race=recode(Race, "cprop_black"="Black", "cprop_white"="Whites")) %>%
mutate(prop=as.numeric(prop)*100) %>%
mutate(svw_yr=as.numeric(svw_yr))

##Plot results
ggplot() +

geom_line(data=hms_sve_l, (aes(x=sve_yr, y=prop, group=Race))) +
geom_line(data=hms_svw_l, (aes(x=svw_yr, y=prop, group=Race)), linetype="longdash") +
annotate("text", label="WHITES", x=1980, y=80, size=5, fontface=2) +
annotate("text", label="BLACKS", x=1980, y=30, size=5, fontface=2) +
annotate("text", label="Electricity", x=1980, y=75) +
annotate("text", label="Water", x=1980, y=60) +
annotate("text", label="Electricity", x=1980, y=25) +
annotate("text", label="Water", x=1980, y=12) +
labs(title="The Black-White gap in basic service delivery",

subtitle="Mogale City lifetime residents, 1970-2019",
x=element_blank(), y="Access (%)") +

ylim(c(0,100)) +
theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Endnote 18, p. 177

##Share of Black Mogale residents with basic services by housing type

#Access to electricity - RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership==3) %>%
#electricity main source of lighting
group_by(Q1_27_lighting==1) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_27_lighting == 1 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.00764288 0.005530375
## 2 TRUE 0.99235712 0.005530375
#Access to electricity - non-RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership!=3) %>%
#electricity main source of lighting
group_by(Q1_27_lighting==1) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_27_lighting == 1 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.1237178 0.0184135
## 2 TRUE 0.8762822 0.0184135
#Access to flush toilet - RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership==3) %>%
#flush toilet
group_by(Q1_20_toilet==1 | Q1_20_toilet==2) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_20_toilet == 1 | Q1_20_toilet == 2 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.003544788 0.003540285
## 2 TRUE 0.996455212 0.003540285
#Access to flush toilet - non-RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership!=3) %>%
#flush toilet
group_by(Q1_20_toilet==1 | Q1_20_toilet==2) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_20_toilet == 1 | Q1_20_toilet == 2 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.1495748 0.02028501
## 2 TRUE 0.8504252 0.02028501
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#Access to piped water - RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership==3) %>%
#electricity main source of lighting
group_by(Q1_07_water < 7) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_07_water < 7 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.003997138 0.00399025
## 2 TRUE 0.996002862 0.00399025
#Access to piped water - non-RDP housing

#apply survey weights
gcro_2017 %>% as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#select Mogale City and Black residents
filter(munic=="Mogale City" & A1_Pop_group==1 & Q1_05_Ownership!=3) %>%
#electricity main source of lighting
group_by(Q1_07_water < 7) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q1_07_water < 7 prop prop_se
## 1 FALSE 0.1635237 0.02105963
## 2 TRUE 0.8364763 0.02105963

Endnote 26, p. 189

## Average per capita GDP growth, South Africa, 1994-2018

vdem_2019 %>%
filter(southafrica==1 & year > 1993) %>%
select(country_name, year, gdpcapgro) %>%
summarise(mean=mean(gdpcapgro), sd=sd(gdpcapgro)) %>% as.data.frame()

## mean sd
## 1 1.213632 1.726604

Figure 7.5, p. 190

## GDP per capita growth, South Africa compared to other Upper-middle-income countries (1985–2018)

ggplot(vdem_uppmidinc, aes(x=year, y=gdpcapgro, group=country_name)) +
geom_line(color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], color="black", size = 1.7) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], mapping=aes(label=country_name), color="black", fill="white", direction="y", nudge_x=4.5, segment.size=.2, hjust=0, size=2.5) +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], color="gray46", size = 1) +
geom_text_repel(data = vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year == 2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], mapping=aes(label=country_name), color="gray46", fill="white", direction="y", nudge_x=4.5, segment.size=.2, hjust=0, size=2.5) +
xlim(1985, 2020) + ylim(-10, 10) +
labs(title="GDP per capita growth, 1985-2018",

subtitle="South Africa vs. Upper-middle-income",
x=element_blank(), y="GDP per capita growth") +
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theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Figure 7.6, p. 193

### Unemployment, 1996-2018 - SA vs. upper-middle income

ggplot(vdem_uppmidinc, aes(x=year, y=unemp_shrlabor, group=country_name)) +
geom_line(color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], color="black", size = 1.7) +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], color="gray46", size = 1) +

geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "black", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "gray46", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
xlim(c(1995, 2020)) +
labs(title="Unemployment, 1996-2018",

subtitle="South Africa vs. Upper-middle-income countries",
x=element_blank(), y="Share of labor force (%)") +

theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Endnote 40, p. 194

For a review of social transfers data, see: “Poverty and Inequality in Post-Apartheid South Africa” by Nicole
Wilson, which is available on the Replication Code and Quantitative Data page.
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Endnote 46, p. 196

## Data preparation

#clean school type variable
dbe_2019$NoFeeSchool <- recode(dbe_2019$NoFeeSchool, "Fee Paying"="NO")
#filter census data to Gauteng
gauteng_wards <- sa_census_2011 %>% filter(Province=="Gauteng")
#merge with ward level data
gauteng_dbe <- left_join(gauteng_wards, dbe_2019, by=c("ward2016" = "Ward_ID"))
#create school type variable
gauteng_dbe$school_type <- ifelse(gauteng_dbe$Sector=="INDEPENDENT", "Independent",

ifelse(gauteng_dbe$NoFeeSchool=="YES", "No-fee public",
ifelse(gauteng_dbe$Sector=="PUBLIC" & gauteng_dbe$NoFeeSchool=="NO", "Fee public", NA)))

## Schools by type, Mogale City
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
count(school_type) %>% as.data.frame()

## school_type n
## 1 Fee public 23
## 2 Independent 15
## 3 No-fee public 47
## Proportion of students by school type
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
group_by(school_type) %>%
summarise(nstudents=sum(Learners_2019), nteachers=sum(Educator_2019)) %>%
mutate(prop=nstudents/sum(nstudents)) %>% as.data.frame()

## school_type nstudents nteachers prop
## 1 Fee public 23434 999 0.31038411
## 2 Independent 4093 333 0.05421192
## 3 No-fee public 47973 1421 0.63540397
## Student-to-teacher ratios, Mogale City
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
group_by(school_type) %>%
summarise(nstudents=sum(Learners_2019), nteachers=sum(Educator_2019)) %>%
mutate(ratio=nstudents / nteachers) %>% as.data.frame()

## school_type nstudents nteachers ratio
## 1 Fee public 23434 999 23.45746
## 2 Independent 4093 333 12.29129
## 3 No-fee public 47973 1421 33.76003
## Wards with fee collecting public schools, Mogale City

#share of Black population
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
filter(Sector=="PUBLIC" & NoFeeSchool=="NO") %>%
summarise(mean=mean(blackshr2011), sd=sd(blackshr2011)) %>% as.data.frame()
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## mean sd
## 1 0.3947323 0.2440065
#informal settlement share
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
filter(Sector=="PUBLIC" & NoFeeSchool=="NO") %>%
summarise(mean=mean(informshr2011), sd=sd(informshr2011)) %>% as.data.frame()

## mean sd
## 1 0.07303029 0.1297192
## Wards with no-fee public schools, Mogale City

#share of Black population
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
filter(NoFeeSchool=="YES") %>%
summarise(mean=mean(blackshr2011), sd=sd(blackshr2011)) %>% as.data.frame()

## mean sd
## 1 0.908414 0.1153017
#informal settlement share
gauteng_dbe %>%

filter(gauteng_dbe$`Local MunicipalityName`=="Mogale City Local Municipality") %>%
filter(NoFeeSchool=="YES") %>%
summarise(mean=mean(informshr2011), sd=sd(informshr2011)) %>% as.data.frame()

## mean sd
## 1 0.2652468 0.1810198
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Figure 7.7, p. 198

## Average life expectancy at birth in South Africa vs. other Upper-middle-
## income and African countries (1995–2017)

ggplot(vdem_2019, aes(x=year, y=e_pelifeex, group=country_name)) +
geom_line(data=subset(vdem_2019, region=="SSF" & year > 1994), color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=subset(vdem_2019, upmiddleincome==1 & year > 1994), color="black") +
geom_line(data=subset(vdem_2019, country_name=="South Africa" & year > 1994), size=3, color="black") +
annotate("text", label="Up Mid Inc", x=2020, y=80, size=2.5) +
annotate("text", label="South Africa", x=2020, y=63, size=2.5) +
annotate("text", label="Africa", x=2020, y=52, size=2.5) +
labs(title="Average life expectancy at birth, 1995-2017",

subtitle = "South Africa vs. Upper middle income and African countries",
x=element_blank(), y="Years") +

ylim(c(30, 90)) +
theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Endnote 69, p. 204

### Household and local services by country, Sub-Saharan Africa, 2016/18

## Data preparation

#extract country names
afrob_2018$country_name <- to_character(afrob_2018$COUNTRY)
#recode missing values
afrob_2018$Q93[afrob_2018$Q93==-1] <- NA
afrob_2018$Q92B[afrob_2018$Q92B==-1] <- NA
afrob_2018$Q92A[afrob_2018$Q92A==-1] <- NA

afrob_2018$EA_SVC_C[afrob_2018$EA_SVC_C==-1 | afrob_2018$EA_SVC_C==9] <- NA
afrob_2018$EA_FAC_C[afrob_2018$EA_FAC_C==-1 | afrob_2018$EA_FAC_C==9] <- NA
afrob_2018$EA_ROAD_C[afrob_2018$EA_ROAD_C==-1] <- NA

## Household electric connection, by country

afrob_2018 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#filter to Subsaharan Africa
filter(COUNTRY.BY.REGION != 4) %>%
#mains electric connection to home by country
mutate(Electricity=as_factor(ifelse(Q93 > 0, "Yes", "No"))) %>%
group_by(country_name, Electricity) %>%
#proportion by country
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% drop_na() %>%
#format table
filter(Electricity=="Yes") %>%
rename(Country=country_name) %>% arrange(desc(prop)) %>% select(-Electricity) %>%
as.data.frame()

## Country prop prop_se
## 1 Mauritius 0.9935732 0.002453116
## 2 Cabo Verde 0.9225881 0.008266683
## 3 South Africa 0.9210907 0.008107617
## 4 Ghana 0.8582766 0.007977519
## 5 Gabon 0.8559486 0.010381279
## 6 Nigeria 0.8392812 0.009377566
## 7 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.8126222 0.012476533
## 8 eSwatini 0.8096363 0.012319036
## 9 Botswana 0.7497890 0.013239605
## 10 Cameroon 0.7198762 0.016319777
## 11 Senegal 0.6924669 0.014056607
## 12 Côte d'Ivoire 0.6433978 0.014548935
## 13 Gambia 0.6293930 0.014203942
## 14 Togo 0.6215653 0.015151634
## 15 Namibia 0.5146325 0.014910627
## 16 Kenya 0.4755258 0.013587606
## 17 Mozambique 0.4434516 0.010693466
## 18 Zimbabwe 0.3963909 0.014462244
## 19 Malawi 0.3949975 0.016494905
## 20 Sierra Leone 0.3938255 0.016174655
## 21 Benin 0.3892629 0.015090604
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## 22 Lesotho 0.3660545 0.014456002
## 23 Zambia 0.3562275 0.015139120
## 24 Guinea 0.3507584 0.014679377
## 25 Tanzania 0.3270858 0.010751828
## 26 Mali 0.2658180 0.013569402
## 27 Niger 0.2635043 0.015498871
## 28 Madagascar 0.2361110 0.012594836
## 29 Liberia 0.2231372 0.012968849
## 30 Uganda 0.2012694 0.012800516
## 31 Burkina Faso 0.1916164 0.011455399
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## Water source inside house, by country

afrob_2018 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#filter to Subsaharan Africa
filter(COUNTRY.BY.REGION != 4) %>%
#water source inside house by country
mutate(Water=as_factor(ifelse(Q92A==1, "Yes", "No"))) %>%
group_by(country_name, Water) %>%
#proportion by country
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% drop_na() %>%
#format table
filter(Water=="Yes") %>%
rename(Country=country_name) %>% arrange(desc(prop)) %>% select(-Water) %>%
as.data.frame()

## Country prop prop_se
## 1 Mauritius 0.89328279 0.010420798
## 2 Senegal 0.61992158 0.014858665
## 3 Cabo Verde 0.55456152 0.014889316
## 4 South Africa 0.52462414 0.013790605
## 5 Namibia 0.38895322 0.014582173
## 6 Gabon 0.30588292 0.013671756
## 7 Botswana 0.28554564 0.013640643
## 8 Zimbabwe 0.23766805 0.012577546
## 9 Côte d'Ivoire 0.21952333 0.012513554
## 10 Benin 0.21280911 0.012914030
## 11 Cameroon 0.17171470 0.012810763
## 12 eSwatini 0.15768922 0.011773458
## 13 Gambia 0.15747670 0.010802033
## 14 Nigeria 0.15283071 0.009301000
## 15 Ghana 0.13243637 0.008225586
## 16 Zambia 0.11362428 0.009660203
## 17 Kenya 0.07977054 0.007622264
## 18 Niger 0.07622297 0.009637184
## 19 Togo 0.07404546 0.008130217
## 20 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.05733222 0.006798719
## 21 Burkina Faso 0.04920104 0.006186883
## 22 Mali 0.04811913 0.006608668
## 23 Malawi 0.03262062 0.005775909
## 24 Mozambique 0.03253517 0.003684158
## 25 Madagascar 0.03216584 0.005261976
## 26 Guinea 0.03064734 0.005285838
## 27 Tanzania 0.03037245 0.003910349
## 28 Liberia 0.02123356 0.004525348
## 29 Sierra Leone 0.02095292 0.004588507
## 30 Lesotho 0.01697979 0.003629449
## 31 Uganda 0.01187397 0.003335532
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## Toilet inside house, by country

afrob_2018 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#filter to Subsaharan Africa
filter(COUNTRY.BY.REGION != 4) %>%
#toilet inside house by country
mutate(Toilet=as_factor(ifelse(Q92B==1, "Yes", "No"))) %>%
group_by(country_name, Toilet) %>%
#proportion by country
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% drop_na() %>%
#format table
filter(Toilet=="Yes") %>%
rename(Country=country_name) %>% arrange(desc(prop)) %>% select(-Toilet) %>%
as.data.frame()

## Country prop prop_se
## 1 Mauritius 0.91501365 0.009401455
## 2 Senegal 0.70501446 0.014115943
## 3 Cabo Verde 0.67672500 0.014066849
## 4 South Africa 0.49867429 0.013818359
## 5 Gabon 0.37046165 0.014383120
## 6 Namibia 0.33040234 0.014073550
## 7 Botswana 0.32601482 0.014200746
## 8 Gambia 0.31856335 0.013685036
## 9 Zimbabwe 0.30986393 0.013741569
## 10 Nigeria 0.29463062 0.011846740
## 11 Cameroon 0.26956257 0.015082655
## 12 Côte d'Ivoire 0.26483923 0.013315393
## 13 Benin 0.25107655 0.013608932
## 14 Liberia 0.20699833 0.013394384
## 15 Ghana 0.17464197 0.009066426
## 16 Niger 0.16510137 0.013402765
## 17 eSwatini 0.16301864 0.011857818
## 18 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.14879571 0.010575563
## 19 Togo 0.13380398 0.010664311
## 20 Zambia 0.12160340 0.009952456
## 21 Sierra Leone 0.11593914 0.011336570
## 22 Guinea 0.10867267 0.009509148
## 23 Mali 0.10561579 0.009449140
## 24 Kenya 0.10212401 0.008475802
## 25 Burkina Faso 0.08915696 0.008674536
## 26 Tanzania 0.06728626 0.005573607
## 27 Mozambique 0.06199809 0.005069997
## 28 Malawi 0.03837625 0.006269086
## 29 Madagascar 0.03666362 0.005499169
## 30 Lesotho 0.02069988 0.004011548
## 31 Uganda 0.01907743 0.004183814
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## EA has sewer system, by country

afrob_2018 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#filter to Subsaharan Africa
filter(COUNTRY.BY.REGION != 4) %>%
#EA's with sewerage by country
mutate(Sewerage=as_factor(ifelse(EA_SVC_C==1, "Yes", "No"))) %>%
group_by(country_name, Sewerage) %>%
#proportion by country
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% drop_na() %>%
#format table
filter(Sewerage=="Yes") %>%
rename(Country=country_name) %>% arrange(desc(prop)) %>% select(-Sewerage) %>%
as.data.frame()

## Country prop prop_se
## 1 South Africa 0.62718070 0.013725266
## 2 Cameroon 0.49147303 0.016906826
## 3 Mauritius 0.47583294 0.016382126
## 4 Cabo Verde 0.45114266 0.014828192
## 5 Ghana 0.43469979 0.011454374
## 6 Botswana 0.41700382 0.015045675
## 7 Namibia 0.39459558 0.014632440
## 8 Senegal 0.38479450 0.014989408
## 9 Zimbabwe 0.37647391 0.014398519
## 10 Nigeria 0.35117818 0.012309430
## 11 eSwatini 0.25569859 0.013853701
## 12 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.24709029 0.013296727
## 13 Sierra Leone 0.22787747 0.013476324
## 14 Côte d'Ivoire 0.22405679 0.012395205
## 15 Kenya 0.21574009 0.011066949
## 16 Gabon 0.20890617 0.011915430
## 17 Zambia 0.15796624 0.011251471
## 18 Uganda 0.15464151 0.011331181
## 19 Benin 0.15328066 0.010983743
## 20 Togo 0.14232985 0.010836091
## 21 Burkina Faso 0.13187688 0.009720387
## 22 Mali 0.10956650 0.009439254
## 23 Guinea 0.10432309 0.009702316
## 24 Madagascar 0.09416721 0.008296797
## 25 Mozambique 0.08977636 0.006399437
## 26 Niger 0.07996915 0.009764100
## 27 Lesotho 0.07724049 0.007801020
## 28 Malawi 0.06930917 0.009295947
## 29 Gambia 0.06365382 0.007294840
## 30 Tanzania 0.05421031 0.005377816
## 31 Liberia 0.05338131 0.006449552
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## EA road is fair/good/very good, by country

afrob_2018 %>% as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#filter to Subsaharan Africa
filter(COUNTRY.BY.REGION != 4) %>%
#reasonable road conditions by country
mutate(Road_quality=as_factor(ifelse(EA_ROAD_C > 3, "At least fair", "Bad conditions"))) %>%
group_by(country_name, Road_quality) %>%
#proportion by country
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% drop_na() %>%
#format table
filter(Road_quality=="At least fair") %>%
rename(Country=country_name) %>% arrange(desc(prop)) %>% select(-Road_quality) %>%
as.data.frame()

## Country prop prop_se
## 1 Mauritius 1.0000000 0.000000000
## 2 Botswana 0.9050821 0.008885099
## 3 South Africa 0.8234037 0.009756281
## 4 Cabo Verde 0.7919308 0.012337054
## 5 Uganda 0.7904456 0.012974032
## 6 Nigeria 0.7885474 0.010480927
## 7 Malawi 0.7850008 0.014034998
## 8 São Tomé and Príncipe 0.7548347 0.013576650
## 9 eSwatini 0.7492928 0.012736451
## 10 Togo 0.7419980 0.013658591
## 11 Gabon 0.7245085 0.013432932
## 12 Senegal 0.7087328 0.013670700
## 13 Niger 0.6907535 0.015905999
## 14 Mali 0.6668486 0.014459681
## 15 Mozambique 0.6481860 0.010248929
## 16 Ghana 0.6464194 0.011113624
## 17 Gambia 0.6277783 0.014206477
## 18 Kenya 0.6112340 0.013267484
## 19 Cameroon 0.5925586 0.016993938
## 20 Côte d'Ivoire 0.5919742 0.014812085
## 21 Lesotho 0.5864983 0.014714731
## 22 Namibia 0.5243758 0.014882140
## 23 Tanzania 0.5239788 0.011585690
## 24 Benin 0.5221965 0.015254919
## 25 Guinea 0.4996832 0.015380999
## 26 Liberia 0.4814542 0.016054582
## 27 Madagascar 0.4450954 0.014525584
## 28 Zambia 0.4371106 0.015996776
## 29 Zimbabwe 0.4208499 0.014653390
## 30 Burkina Faso 0.4144644 0.015400468
## 31 Sierra Leone 0.4005750 0.015595498
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Chapter 8

Endnote 28, p. 220

## Treatment by other race groups - Present vs. apartheid

#Black respondents
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1 & Oversampling!=2) %>% count(Q38) %>%

mutate(Q38=as_factor(Q38), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q38 n prop
## 1 Better today 159 0.474626866
## 2 About the same 80 0.238805970
## 3 Worse today 76 0.226865672
## 4 Don't know / can't recall 19 0.056716418
## 5 Refused 1 0.002985075
#White respondents
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0 & Oversampling!=2) %>% count(Q38) %>%

mutate(Q38=as_factor(Q38), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q38 n prop
## 1 Better today 65 0.29411765
## 2 About the same 108 0.48868778
## 3 Worse today 36 0.16289593
## 4 Don't know / can't recall 12 0.05429864

Endnote 29, p. 223

## Past injustices, White South Africans, 2017

sasas_2016 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#white respondents born in 1970 or earlier
filter(q254==4 & q255 > 45 & q255 < 100) %>%
#past injustices category
filter(!is.na(q240)) %>% mutate(q240=as_factor(q240)) %>%
group_by(q240) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q240 prop
## 1 Victim (someone who was harmed by Apartheid injustices) 0.15470739
## 2 Perpetrator (someone who participated in unjust practices) 0.05325592
## 3 Bystander (someone who did nothing while injustices were hap 0.22150167
## 4 Resister (someone who opposed injustices) 0.10029280
## 5 Beneficiary (someone who gained from the injustices) 0.06228132
## 6 (None of these terms apply to me) 0.40796091
## prop_se
## 1 0.03287879
## 2 0.01680101
## 3 0.04270286
## 4 0.02931720
## 5 0.02305134
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## 6 0.04630518

Endnote 30, p. 223

## Government discriminates against respondent's ethnic group, South Africa, 2015

## Black respondents
afrob_2015 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#Black respondents
filter(Q102==1) %>%
#treatment of ethnic group
filter(Q88A!=-1) %>% mutate(Q88A=as_factor(Q88A)) %>%
group_by(Q88A) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q88A prop prop_se
## 1 Never 0.622798428 0.013639441
## 2 Sometimes 0.233974152 0.012094180
## 3 Often 0.071519423 0.007042764
## 4 Always 0.044845702 0.005922109
## 5 Not applicable 0.007431125 0.002414122
## 6 Don't know 0.019431171 0.003689558
## White respondents
afrob_2015 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(withinwt)) %>%
#Black respondents
filter(Q102==2) %>%
#treatment of ethnic group
filter(Q88A!=-1) %>% mutate(Q88A=as_factor(Q88A)) %>%
group_by(Q88A) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q88A prop prop_se
## 1 Never 0.24153999 0.03087019
## 2 Sometimes 0.33687980 0.03485441
## 3 Often 0.16976311 0.02821827
## 4 Always 0.14135498 0.02650401
## 5 Not applicable 0.08070641 0.01876307
## 6 Don't know 0.02975572 0.01228975
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Endnote 31, p. 223

## Race relations, White respondents, Mogale City, 2019

knitr::kable(hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0 & !is.na(qual_cleavage))
%>% count(qual_cleavage) %>% select(-n),
caption="Open-ended responses on race relations, White respondents, Mogale City, 2019")

Table 3: Open-ended responses on race relations, White respondents,
Mogale City, 2019

qual_cleavage

Black and white because there is still a big racist issue because the government still back to the olden
days.
Black and white people are past the apartheid but there is still racism and it is worse now than it was
before.
Cultures, and mainly colour. They treat everyone differently.
Everyone wants to be rich, everyone thinks for themselves, people must live in peace with each other.
Foreigners are a threat to us. All South Africans must stick together to keep them out.
Foreigners because they come and take our jobs and our money because of too many shops.
Foreigners from across the border because they do not know what it was like in the past and how we lived.
They also taking our jobs that we fought for.
Foreigners, because they are those who do all our young people’s work. They also provide us with things
other stores cannot provide for us but they give it to us cheaper.
Foreigners, most of them come here illegally; they bring drugs and give it to kids.
It is the people who are still racist, politicians divide the people too and government on their BEE
policies divide the country.
Languages and different ages. Languages because I do not know all the languages which makes it difficult
to communicate with everyone. Young and old, meaning the old should date the old and the young date
the young. The young should stop dating the old for money.
Poor and rich; because the poor do not have nice places to stay while the rich have everything including
money.
Poor people and rich can’t stay together. The rich people don’t take us poor people seriously. Young and
old people; their lifestyle is different because nowadays young people don’t help old people.
Race and intolerance.
Race because some white people do not like staying with blacks because I believe they are not educated.
They haven’t gone to high school because I am staying with a black person and we are like sisters.
Race because we need to accept that we live in a democratic world and we are all equal. We should
change the attitude we have by greeting and respecting each other.
Race is the biggest divide. Government forces racial hatred on the public.
Race, because we are always comparing people, like the whites have more money and are better than the
blacks.
Race, black people cannot tolerate white people.
Race, media places races against each other.
Racism is the problem. Whenever any person from other race group is taking out their opinion, they
abolish them because of their colour of skin.
Refused
Refused.
Rich and poor and we don’t have money, I used to ask for a job from house to house. I was walking and
had blisters.
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qual_cleavage
Rich and poor, because the rich get richer and poor get poorer, because they tend to think that most are
poorer because of the whites. When it was apartheid, poor people were not allowed to do certain like go
to certain shops and public swimming pools.
Rich and poor, when you have money, you do not worry about people who are poor.
Rich and poor.
Rich people and poor people are divided by money. Young people play their music out loud and as an
effect we can not sleep at night.
Rich people don’t worry about poor people vice versa. If you ask a rich person for some bread they will
not give a poor people. Young people don’t listen to old people because they freedom from everything
e.g. drugs and sleepovers. Old people guide their kids but they don’t listen.
Rich people look down on poor people; they don’t assist them with jobs. Foreigners their own businesses.
We are not supporting our South African people so that’s what divides us.
The apartheid separated us the whites were cruel to blacks, they used to fight them for no reason and
blacks are taking revenge. This is a psychologically problem to some blacks we now suffering for the
things that our elders did. skin colour also separates us they think we are different.
The biggest divide is inequality. Rich people are untouchable and they do not respect the law. While poor
people are struggling financially.
The biggest divide is race, black people do not have jobs and another divide is on the wealth. Black
people are not rich, they are the one who stay in the rough areas which is full of crime and drug abuse.
The biggest divide is racism, people called racist all the time.
The biggest divide is the BEE policy because it excludes other races in the country.
The biggest divide it is money and race. Africans are mostly poor and that creates a serious division.
The biggest divider is race, blacks are poor and rich people look down on them. Foreign nationals accept
any job even if it pays less.
The difference culture divides us, and language whereby someone from other race group if they bring
ideas it becomes a problem.
The divide is race and the rich and the poor. We still have a situation like places I can’t go there like
Mans Ville. They see me as an elderly white person from the previous years and the poor people are
getting worse and the rich are getting more rich. There are people who see me as person from the olden
days of apartheid and they chase me out of their place.
The race is the biggest divide in South Africa, the poorest people in South Africa are black people. They
do not have enough money to get decent accommodation.
The rich want more and they trample the poor. Working conditions; you have to know someone inside to
get a job, it’s not like in the olden days.
We divided because of lack of jobs, then corruption starts there, people starts taking bribes.
White and black political elections are just black, government wants to make people speak more English.
Black people want to exterminate for white people.
White and black, and poverty. White cannot be with black, it’s as if they are playing each other. White
people don’t get food parcels from government but black people.
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Endnote 38, p. 226

## Acceptability of interracial dating/marriage, Mogale City

## White respondents
gcro_2017 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents in Mogale
filter(A1_Pop_group==4 & munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#interracial marriage
mutate(Q9_20_Interracial_dating=as_factor(Q9_20_Interracial_dating)) %>%
group_by(Q9_20_Interracial_dating) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q9_20_Interracial_dating prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.17210347 0.02950018
## 2 Agree 0.48432277 0.03814921
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.15890308 0.02861496
## 4 Disagree 0.11783435 0.02427365
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.06683633 0.02041398
## Black respondents
gcro_2017 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(weight)) %>%
#Black respondents in Mogale
filter(A1_Pop_group==1 & munic=="Mogale City") %>%
#interracial marriage
mutate(Q9_20_Interracial_dating=as_factor(Q9_20_Interracial_dating)) %>%
group_by(Q9_20_Interracial_dating) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q9_20_Interracial_dating prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.25297535 0.013245736
## 2 Agree 0.53736786 0.015171723
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.09143447 0.008554420
## 4 Disagree 0.08027676 0.008364183
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.03794556 0.005859249
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Figure 8.2, p. 227

ERRATUM: Weighted figures below for Black survey respondents are slightly different from what is reported
in the book text, but are consistent with the general trend.
### Aversion to having a neighbor of a different race/ethnicity, 1982-2015

### Step 1: Prepare data

## Aversion to having a neighbor of a different race, WVS 1982-2013
ethnneighb <- wvs_multi %>%
#select relevant data
filter(COW_ALPHA=="SAF") %>%
filter(X051==710001 | X051==710002) %>%
#weight data
as_survey_design(ids=1, weights=S017) %>%
#rename/recode variables
mutate(race=factor(dplyr::recode(X051, `710001`="Black", `710002`="White"))) %>%
mutate(year=as.numeric(to_character(S020))) %>%
mutate(ethnneighb=A124_02) %>%
#calculate weighted averages
group_by(race, year, ethnneighb) %>%
summarize(prop=100*survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame() %>%
filter(ethnneighb ==1)

## Aversion to having a neighbor of a different ethnicity, Afrobarometer 2015
ethnneighb_15 <- afrob_2015 %>%
#select relevant data
filter(Q102==1 | Q102==2) %>%
#weight data
as_survey(weights=withinwt) %>%
#rename/recode variables
mutate(race=factor(recode(Q102, `1`="Black", `2`="White"))) %>%
mutate(year=2015) %>%
mutate(ethnneighb=recode(Q89B, `1`=1,` 2`=1, `3`=0, `4`=0, `5`=0, `9`=0)) %>%
#calculate weighted averages
group_by(race, year, ethnneighb) %>%
summarize(prop=100*survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()%>%
filter(ethnneighb==1)

### Step 2: Merge data
ethnneighb <- rbind(ethnneighb, ethnneighb_15)

### Plot results

ggplot(ethnneighb, aes(x=year, y=prop, group=race)) +
geom_line(aes(lty=race, size=1)) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(1980, 2020,5))+
scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0, 50))+
theme_classic(base_size=20) +
theme(legend.position = "none",

axis.title.y = element_text(margin = margin(t = 0, r = 0, b = 0, l = 0))) +
labs(title="Aversion to having a neighbor of a different race",

subtitle ="South Africa, 1982-2015",
y="Percentage who do not want someone \nof another race as a neighbor",
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x=element_blank()) +
geom_text(x=1985, y=45.5,label="White", size = 6) +
geom_text(x=1985, y=14,label="Black", size = 6)
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Endnote 41, p. 227

## Mixed-race households in South Africa, 2016

## Data preparation

#convert race and relationship variables to long data
sasas16_race <- sasas_2016 %>%

select(unique_id, Benchweight, starts_with("race")) %>%
pivot_longer(race1:race25, names_to="race_var", values_to="race_value")

sasas16_relat <- sasas_2016 %>%
select(unique_id, starts_with("relat")) %>%
pivot_longer(relat1:relat25, names_to="relat_var", values_to="relat_value")

#merge into a single dataset
sasas16_hh <- cbind(sasas16_race, sasas16_relat[,c(2:3)]) %>%

mutate(race_value=replace_na(race_value, 0)) %>%
mutate(relat_value=replace_na(relat_value, 0))

sasas16_hh <- sasas16_hh %>%
#create variables by race (exclude non-relatives)
mutate(black=ifelse(race_value==1 & relat_value!=12, 1, 0)) %>%
mutate(coloured=ifelse(race_value==2 & relat_value!=12, 1, 0)) %>%
mutate(indian=ifelse(race_value==3 & relat_value!=12, 1, 0)) %>%
mutate(white=ifelse(race_value==4 & relat_value!=12, 1, 0)) %>%
#create race variables by household
group_by(unique_id, Benchweight) %>%
summarise(anyblack=max(black, na.rm=T), anycoloured=max(coloured, na.rm=T),

anyindian=max(indian, na.rm=T), anywhite=max(white, na.rm=T)) %>%
mutate(mixed_bl_wh=ifelse(anyblack==1 & anywhite==1, 1, 0),

mixed_bl_col=ifelse(anyblack==1 & anycoloured==1, 1, 0),
mixed_bl_ind=ifelse(anyblack==1 & anyindian==1, 1, 0),
mixed_col_ind=ifelse(anycoloured==1 & anyindian==1, 1, 0),
mixed_col_wh=ifelse(anycoloured==1 & anywhite==1, 1, 0),
mixed_ind_wh=ifelse(anyindian==1 & anywhite==1, 1, 0),
mixed_any=ifelse(mixed_bl_wh==1 | mixed_bl_col==1 | mixed_bl_ind==1 | mixed_col_ind==1 | mixed_col_wh==1 | mixed_ind_wh==1, 1, 0))

## Mixed-race households
sasas16_hh %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#calculate proportion of mixed race households
summarize(mixed_any_prop=survey_mean(mixed_any),

mixed_bl_col_prop=survey_mean(mixed_bl_col), mixed_bl_ind_prop=survey_mean(mixed_bl_ind),
mixed_col_ind_prop=survey_mean(mixed_col_ind), mixed_bl_wh_prop=survey_mean(mixed_bl_wh),
mixed_col_wh_prop=survey_mean(mixed_col_wh), mixed_ind_wh_prop=survey_mean(mixed_ind_wh)) %>%

#format data frame
pivot_longer(cols=mixed_any_prop:mixed_ind_wh_prop_se, names_to=c("group", "stat"), names_pattern="mixed_(.*)_(.*)", values_to="value") %>%
mutate(Combination=c(rep("Any race", 2), rep("Black and Coloured", 2), rep("Black and Indian", 2), rep("Coloured and Indian", 2), rep("Black and White", 2), rep("Coloured and White", 2), rep("Indian and White", 2))) %>% select(-group) %>%
pivot_wider(names_from="stat", values_from="value") %>%
as.data.frame()
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## Combination prop se
## 1 Any race 0.039204123 0.0057510117
## 2 Black and Coloured 0.022398618 0.0048978761
## 3 Black and Indian 0.007030156 0.0017853385
## 4 Coloured and Indian 0.002570820 0.0011058059
## 5 Black and White 0.006542522 0.0022725241
## 6 Coloured and White 0.001179634 0.0006182641
## 7 Indian and White 0.000000000 0.0000000000
## Mixed-race households - any combination

#weighted average
sasas16_hh %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#mixed race households
mutate(mixed_any=recode(mixed_any, `1`="Yes", `0`="No")) %>%
group_by(mixed_any) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## mixed_any prop prop_se
## 1 No 0.96079588 0.005751012
## 2 Yes 0.03920412 0.005751012
## Calculate Herfindahl Index (see Ch. 3 for relevant population shares)
print(1 - (.81^2 + .08^2 + .02^2 + .09^2))

## [1] 0.329
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Figure 8.3, p. 228

ERRATUM: Weighted figures below for Black survey respondents are slightly different from what is reported
in the book text, but are consistent with the general trend.
### Pride in South African identity by race, 1982-2013

## Proportion who said "proud" or "very proud"
wvs_multi %>%
#select relevant data
filter(COW_ALPHA=="SAF") %>%
filter(X051==710001 | X051==710002) %>%
#weight data
as_survey(ids=1, weights=S017) %>%
#rename/recode variables
mutate(race=factor(recode(X051, `710001`="Black", `710002`="White"))) %>%
mutate(year=S020) %>%
mutate(proudnatidnty=G006) %>%
#calculated weighted averages
group_by(race, year, proudnatidnty) %>%
summarize(prop=survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()%>%
filter(proudnatidnty==1 | proudnatidnty==2) %>%
mutate(proudnatidnty=as_factor(proudnatidnty)) %>%
as.data.frame()

## race year proudnatidnty prop prop_se
## 1 Black 1982 Very proud 0.32941176 0.019268809
## 2 Black 1982 Quite proud 0.20000000 0.016398999
## 3 Black 1990 Very proud 0.65090909 0.014373050
## 4 Black 1990 Quite proud 0.24090909 0.012894158
## 5 Black 1996 Very proud 0.85907302 0.010178731
## 6 Black 1996 Quite proud 0.09875053 0.008656831
## 7 Black 2001 Very proud 0.80948899 0.019350014
## 8 Black 2001 Quite proud 0.15852837 0.017901775
## 9 Black 2006 Very proud 0.81070218 0.011678887
## 10 Black 2006 Quite proud 0.14761235 0.010478330
## 11 Black 2013 Very proud 0.63616356 0.010839651
## 12 Black 2013 Quite proud 0.26979329 0.009906521
## 13 White 1982 Very proud 0.72194305 0.018337791
## 14 White 1982 Quite proud 0.20268007 0.016453204
## 15 White 1990 Very proud 0.63754045 0.013673832
## 16 White 1990 Quite proud 0.27750809 0.012736817
## 17 White 1996 Very proud 0.62558143 0.018668849
## 18 White 1996 Quite proud 0.29809258 0.017657945
## 19 White 2001 Very proud 0.45199278 0.044490185
## 20 White 2001 Quite proud 0.37047104 0.039763072
## 21 White 2006 Very proud 0.57436683 0.027304109
## 22 White 2006 Quite proud 0.34022010 0.026122150
## 23 White 2013 Very proud 0.47600807 0.034462289
## 24 White 2013 Quite proud 0.34001213 0.030993515
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### Plot of results

wvs_multi %>%
#select relevant data
filter(COW_ALPHA=="SAF") %>%
filter(X051==710001 | X051==710002) %>%
#weight data
as_survey(ids=1, weights=S017) %>%
#rename/recode variables
mutate(race=factor(recode(X051, `710001`="Black", `710002`="White"))) %>%
mutate(year=S020) %>%
mutate(proudnatidnty=(4 + (-1 *G006)) /3) %>%
#calculate weighted averages
group_by(race, year) %>%
summarize(score=survey_mean(proudnatidnty, na.rm=T)) %>%
#plot results
ggplot(aes(x=year, y=score, group=race)) +
geom_line(aes(lty=race, size=1)) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(1980, 2020, 5))+
scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0.5, 1))+
theme_classic(base_size=20) +
theme(legend.position = "none",

axis.title.y = element_text(margin = margin(t = 0, r = 20, b = 0, l = 0))) +
labs(title="Pride in South African identity, 1982-2013",

y="Mean score on pride in \nSouth African identity (0-1)",
x=element_blank()) +

geom_text(x=1985, y=45.5,label="White", size = 6) +
geom_text(x=1985, y=14,label="Black", size = 6)
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Endnote 43, p. 229

## Prospects for national unity, South Africa, 1994

#All respondents
hsrc_1994 %>% filter(!is.na(q27)) %>% count(q27) %>%

mutate(q27=as_factor(q27), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## q27 n prop
## 1 One nation 1352 0.55960265
## 2 Different nations 880 0.36423841
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 184 0.07615894
#Black respondents
hsrc_1994 %>% filter(pop_grp==1 & !is.na(q27)) %>% count(q27) %>%

mutate(q27=as_factor(q27), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## q27 n prop
## 1 One nation 1107 0.70644544
## 2 Different nations 389 0.24824505
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 71 0.04530951
#White respondents
hsrc_1994 %>% filter(pop_grp==4 & !is.na(q27)) %>% count(q27) %>%

mutate(q27=as_factor(q27), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## q27 n prop
## 1 One nation 65 0.14705882
## 2 Different nations 340 0.76923077
## 3 Uncertain/Don’t know 37 0.08371041
## 'Rainbow Nation' attitudes, Mogale City, 2019

#All respondents
hms_2019 %>%

#remove oversampled
filter(Oversampling!=2) %>%
#rainbow nation views
filter(!is.na(rainbow)) %>%
count(Q76) %>% mutate(Q76=as_factor(Q76), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q76
## 1 Today, South Africa is very much a rainbow nation, where people have come togeth
## 2 South Africans are on the verge of becoming a rainbow nation in the next few yea
## 3 South Africans might one day become a rainbow nation, but it will take many year
## 4 I am not convinced that South Africans can ever come together to be a rainbow na
## n prop
## 1 72 0.1345794
## 2 77 0.1439252
## 3 218 0.4074766
## 4 168 0.3140187
#Black respondents
hms_2019 %>%
#remove oversampled
filter(black==1 & Oversampling!=2) %>%
#rainbow nation views
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filter(!is.na(rainbow)) %>%
count(Q76) %>% mutate(Q76=as_factor(Q76), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q76
## 1 Today, South Africa is very much a rainbow nation, where people have come togeth
## 2 South Africans are on the verge of becoming a rainbow nation in the next few yea
## 3 South Africans might one day become a rainbow nation, but it will take many year
## 4 I am not convinced that South Africans can ever come together to be a rainbow na
## n prop
## 1 42 0.131250
## 2 43 0.134375
## 3 128 0.400000
## 4 107 0.334375
#White respondents
hms_2019 %>%
#remove oversampled
filter(black==0 & Oversampling!=2) %>%
#rainbow nation views
filter(!is.na(rainbow)) %>%
count(Q76) %>% mutate(Q76=as_factor(Q76), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q76
## 1 Today, South Africa is very much a rainbow nation, where people have come togeth
## 2 South Africans are on the verge of becoming a rainbow nation in the next few yea
## 3 South Africans might one day become a rainbow nation, but it will take many year
## 4 I am not convinced that South Africans can ever come together to be a rainbow na
## n prop
## 1 30 0.1395349
## 2 34 0.1581395
## 3 90 0.4186047
## 4 61 0.2837209

Endnote 44, p. 229

## Prefers to be SA citizen above all others, South Africa, 2016

#All respondents
sasas_2016 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#past injustices category
filter(!is.na(q55)) %>%
mutate(q55=as_factor(q55)) %>%
group_by(q55) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q55 prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.428468368 0.014011246
## 2 Agree 0.419635173 0.013855676
## 3 Neither nor 0.041633760 0.006034170
## 4 Disagree 0.089586893 0.008931733
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.016224674 0.003254508
## 6 (Do not know) 0.004451132 0.001879723
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#White respondents
sasas_2016 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(Benchweight)) %>%
#past injustices category
filter(q254==4 & !is.na(q55)) %>%
mutate(q55=as_factor(q55)) %>%
group_by(q55) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q55 prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.24489114 0.03026944
## 2 Agree 0.44756934 0.03608414
## 3 Neither nor 0.06979740 0.01877037
## 4 Disagree 0.18455859 0.03003264
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.03824306 0.01604274
## 6 (Do not know) 0.01494048 0.01173442
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Figure 8.4, p. 232

## Female political empowerment scores, SA vs. Other upper-middle-income, 1985-2018

ggplot(vdem_uppmidinc, aes(x=year, y=v2x_gender, group=country_name)) +
geom_line(color="lightgray") +
geom_line(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="South Africa",], color="black", size = 1.7) +
annotate("text", label="South Africa", x=1997, y=0.95, size=5, fontface=2) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Botswana",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Brazil",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="China",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Costa Rica",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
geom_text_repel(data=vdem_uppmidinc[vdem_uppmidinc$year==2018 & vdem_uppmidinc$country_name=="Iraq",], mapping = aes(label = country_name), color = "lightgray", direction = "y", nudge_x = 3.5, segment.size = .2, hjust = 0, size = 3) +
xlim(c(1985, 2020)) + ylim(c(.1, 1)) +
labs(title="Female political empowerment scores, 1985-2018",

subtitle="South Africa vs. Upper-middle-income countries",
x=element_blank(), y="Political empowerment score") +

theme_bw() +
theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 12, face = "bold"), legend.position = "none")
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Endnote 66, p. 237

## Anti-immigrant sentiments, South Africa, 2015

#Foreign nationals increase crime rates
sasas_2015 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%
#crime
filter(!is.na(q95)) %>%
mutate(q95=as_factor(q95)) %>%
group_by(q95) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q95 prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.304364090 0.012400011
## 2 Agree 0.328323869 0.012914492
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.104579226 0.008502964
## 4 Disagree 0.213917656 0.010946109
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.043824154 0.005725547
## 6 (Do not know) 0.004991005 0.001544523
#Foreign nationals bring disease to SA
sasas_2015 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%
#disease
filter(!is.na(q99)) %>%
mutate(q99=as_factor(q99)) %>%
group_by(q99) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q99 prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.1645546 0.009601725
## 2 Agree 0.2771253 0.012200176
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.1788776 0.010437019
## 4 Disagree 0.2476052 0.011690636
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.1008221 0.009227286
## 6 (Do not know) 0.0310152 0.004319275
#Foreign nationals use up SA's resources
sasas_2015 %>%
#apply survey weights
as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%
#resources
filter(!is.na(q101)) %>%
mutate(q101=as_factor(q101)) %>%
group_by(q101) %>% summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q101 prop prop_se
## 1 Strongly agree 0.24864304 0.011978327
## 2 Agree 0.38718458 0.013169783
## 3 Neither agree nor disagree 0.17035897 0.010560948
## 4 Disagree 0.14965757 0.009373775
## 5 Strongly disagree 0.03177746 0.004987549
## 6 (Do not know) 0.01237838 0.003438419
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## Attitudes by race

#Foreign nationals increase crime rates
sasas_2015 %>% as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%

filter(!is.na(q95))%>%
#crime
mutate(q95=as_factor(q95), q237=as_factor(q237)) %>%
group_by(q237, q95) %>%
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q237 q95 prop prop_se
## 1 Black African Strongly agree 0.307150814 0.014915269
## 2 Black African Agree 0.323306345 0.015521112
## 3 Black African Neither agree nor disagree 0.103728148 0.010298922
## 4 Black African Disagree 0.216212351 0.013146903
## 5 Black African Strongly disagree 0.045481307 0.007055139
## 6 Black African (Do not know) 0.004121035 0.001709032
## 7 Coloured Strongly agree 0.271552282 0.026577413
## 8 Coloured Agree 0.339389858 0.027225897
## 9 Coloured Neither agree nor disagree 0.108714475 0.021294917
## 10 Coloured Disagree 0.229677860 0.027386192
## 11 Coloured Strongly disagree 0.044532401 0.011121549
## 12 Coloured (Do not know) 0.006133124 0.004407998
## 13 Indian/Asian Strongly agree 0.251000032 0.046312818
## 14 Indian/Asian Agree 0.357365292 0.050863191
## 15 Indian/Asian Neither agree nor disagree 0.128458275 0.029744106
## 16 Indian/Asian Disagree 0.218502835 0.037560601
## 17 Indian/Asian Strongly disagree 0.011854213 0.004645271
## 18 Indian/Asian (Do not know) 0.032819352 0.021206517
## 19 White Strongly agree 0.328542186 0.032770715
## 20 White Agree 0.349353797 0.034513971
## 21 White Neither agree nor disagree 0.100564717 0.017774489
## 22 White Disagree 0.179524956 0.026573165
## 23 White Strongly disagree 0.039201279 0.011784454
## 24 White (Do not know) 0.002813065 0.002571413
#Foreign nationals bring disease to SA
sasas_2015 %>% as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%

filter(!is.na(q99)) %>%
#disease
mutate(q99=as_factor(q99), q237=as_factor(q237)) %>%
group_by(q237, q99) %>%
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q237 q99 prop prop_se
## 1 Black African Strongly agree 0.17230232 0.011681665
## 2 Black African Agree 0.28439484 0.014622272
## 3 Black African Neither agree nor disagree 0.15863203 0.012204774
## 4 Black African Disagree 0.25428860 0.014294431
## 5 Black African Strongly disagree 0.10288202 0.011108822
## 6 Black African (Do not know) 0.02750018 0.005035735
## 7 Coloured Strongly agree 0.13092170 0.018834115
## 8 Coloured Agree 0.25415337 0.024981360
## 9 Coloured Neither agree nor disagree 0.21750951 0.026583795
## 10 Coloured Disagree 0.24441376 0.023769086
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## 11 Coloured Strongly disagree 0.10933811 0.024949698
## 12 Coloured (Do not know) 0.04366355 0.012155103
## 13 Indian/Asian Strongly agree 0.12658517 0.023693114
## 14 Indian/Asian Agree 0.26174526 0.047399307
## 15 Indian/Asian Neither agree nor disagree 0.27634731 0.052652241
## 16 Indian/Asian Disagree 0.23548520 0.038358693
## 17 Indian/Asian Strongly disagree 0.01820178 0.006533127
## 18 Indian/Asian (Do not know) 0.08163528 0.026285710
## 19 White Strongly agree 0.14544769 0.023764045
## 20 White Agree 0.24534691 0.034559949
## 21 White Neither agree nor disagree 0.27548194 0.030579155
## 22 White Disagree 0.20100288 0.023821712
## 23 White Strongly disagree 0.10016039 0.021068349
## 24 White (Do not know) 0.03256019 0.011750641
#Foreign nationals use up SA's resources
sasas_2015 %>% as_survey(weights=c(BenchWgt)) %>%

filter(!is.na(q101)) %>%
#resources
mutate(q101=as_factor(q101), q237=as_factor(q237)) %>%
group_by(q237, q101) %>%
summarize(prop = survey_mean()) %>% as.data.frame()

## q237 q101 prop prop_se
## 1 Black African Strongly agree 0.257671897 0.014528603
## 2 Black African Agree 0.384470645 0.015797352
## 3 Black African Neither agree nor disagree 0.168446992 0.012736257
## 4 Black African Disagree 0.146434719 0.011297950
## 5 Black African Strongly disagree 0.030865066 0.005526545
## 6 Black African (Do not know) 0.012110680 0.004250304
## 7 Coloured Strongly agree 0.189874516 0.022429440
## 8 Coloured Agree 0.454917744 0.030015200
## 9 Coloured Neither agree nor disagree 0.157112529 0.022858559
## 10 Coloured Disagree 0.150832207 0.019654416
## 11 Coloured Strongly disagree 0.038275866 0.021844880
## 12 Coloured (Do not know) 0.008987137 0.004262609
## 13 Indian/Asian Strongly agree 0.231501664 0.046357680
## 14 Indian/Asian Agree 0.272109383 0.037906166
## 15 Indian/Asian Neither agree nor disagree 0.247964424 0.052105253
## 16 Indian/Asian Disagree 0.196771082 0.034978511
## 17 Indian/Asian Strongly disagree 0.005914255 0.002594176
## 18 Indian/Asian (Do not know) 0.045739192 0.023865145
## 19 White Strongly agree 0.236839667 0.029231804
## 20 White Agree 0.378612303 0.035224894
## 21 White Neither agree nor disagree 0.175538204 0.024367051
## 22 White Disagree 0.160553934 0.024307124
## 23 White Strongly disagree 0.040399258 0.014834866
## 24 White (Do not know) 0.008056634 0.004158930

Endnote 67, p. 237

## Agrees government must secure borders against foreigners, Mogale City, 2019

#Black respondents
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hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & Q51<11) %>%
count(Q51==10) %>% mutate(prop=n/sum(n)) %>%
rename("Full agreement"=`Q51 == 10`) %>% as.data.frame()

## Full agreement n prop
## 1 FALSE 87 0.2701863
## 2 TRUE 235 0.7298137
#White respondents
hms_2019 %>% filter(black==0 & Oversampling != 2 & Q51<11) %>%

count(Q51==10) %>% mutate(prop=n/sum(n)) %>%
rename("Full agreement"=`Q51 == 10`) %>% as.data.frame()

## Full agreement n prop
## 1 FALSE 61 0.286385
## 2 TRUE 152 0.713615
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Chapter 9

Endnote 2, p. 243

## Pre-election period, Black residents, Mogale City, 2019

#Electoral violence - all
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling !=2 & !is.na(elect_violence)) %>%
count(elect_violence) %>%
mutate(elect_violence=ifelse(elect_violence==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>%
as.data.frame()

## elect_violence n prop
## 1 No 303 0.91540785
## 2 Yes 28 0.08459215
#Electoral violence - Munsieville Ward 27

##NB: includes oversampled respondents in informal area

hms_2019 %>%
filter(black==1 & !is.na(elect_violence) & ward==27) %>%
count(elect_violence) %>%
mutate(elect_violence=ifelse(elect_violence==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## elect_violence n prop
## 1 No 53 0.8153846
## 2 Yes 12 0.1846154
#Vote-buying
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling !=2 & !is.na(elect_money)) %>%
count(elect_money) %>%
mutate(elect_money=ifelse(elect_money==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## elect_money n prop
## 1 No 319 0.96374622
## 2 Yes 12 0.03625378
#Offered groceries
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling !=2 & !is.na(elect_grocery)) %>%
count(elect_grocery) %>%
mutate(elect_grocery=ifelse(elect_grocery==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## elect_grocery n prop
## 1 No 299 0.90060241
## 2 Yes 33 0.09939759
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Endnote 10, pp. 246-248

## Life better now vs. apartheid, Black respondents, Mogale City, 2019

#By material conditions - formal dwelling + job
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & dwell_formal==1 & employed==1 & !is.na(Q37)) %>%
count(Q37) %>% mutate(Q37=as_factor(Q37), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q37 n prop
## 1 Better today 38 0.53521127
## 2 About the same 4 0.05633803
## 3 Worse today 29 0.40845070
#By material conditions - informal dwelling + no job
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & dwell_formal==0 & employed==0 & !is.na(Q37) & Q37 < 4) %>%
count(Q37) %>% mutate(Q37=as_factor(Q37), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q37 n prop
## 1 Better today 23 0.3108108
## 2 About the same 10 0.1351351
## 3 Worse today 41 0.5540541
#By material conditions - Ethembalethu residents
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & ethemba==1 & !is.na(Q37)) %>%
count(Q37) %>% mutate(Q37=as_factor(Q37), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## Q37 n prop
## 1 Better today 13 0.72222222
## 2 About the same 1 0.05555556
## 3 Worse today 4 0.22222222
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#By ward meeting attendance
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ attend_wardmeet + age + male + ed + hhincome + factor(Oversampling) + factor(ward), data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ attend_wardmeet + age + male +
## ed + hhincome + factor(Oversampling) + factor(ward), data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.58862 -0.81923 -0.06087 0.90998 1.57955
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.712589 0.454588 1.568 0.1180
## attend_wardmeet 0.273498 0.108771 2.514 0.0124 *
## age -0.002900 0.005410 -0.536 0.5923
## male -0.066693 0.106429 -0.627 0.5313
## ed 0.012827 0.041474 0.309 0.7573
## hhincome 0.056040 0.034662 1.617 0.1069
## factor(Oversampling)2 -0.001461 0.204656 -0.007 0.9943
## factor(Oversampling)3 0.680172 0.307752 2.210 0.0278 *
## factor(ward)22 0.815062 0.956859 0.852 0.3950
## factor(ward)23 0.263585 0.235511 1.119 0.2639
## factor(ward)25 -0.240513 0.186728 -1.288 0.1987
## factor(ward)26 -0.318751 0.226815 -1.405 0.1609
## factor(ward)27 -0.228104 0.188062 -1.213 0.2261
## factor(ward)30 -0.049913 0.196514 -0.254 0.7997
## factor(ward)36 -0.029871 0.178712 -0.167 0.8674
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.927 on 315 degrees of freedom
## (51 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.09399, Adjusted R-squared: 0.05372
## F-statistic: 2.334 on 14 and 315 DF, p-value: 0.004452
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#By perceptions of ward councillor responsiveness
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ wardcoun_listen + age + male + ed + hhincome + factor(Oversampling) + factor(ward), data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ wardcoun_listen + age + male +
## ed + hhincome + factor(Oversampling) + factor(ward), data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.6265 -0.7977 -0.1008 0.8690 1.5541
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.890158 0.457014 1.948 0.05237 .
## wardcoun_listen 0.346696 0.113445 3.056 0.00244 **
## age -0.004978 0.005483 -0.908 0.36466
## male -0.098446 0.107930 -0.912 0.36243
## ed -0.002174 0.041920 -0.052 0.95868
## hhincome 0.058516 0.034909 1.676 0.09473 .
## factor(Oversampling)2 -0.010919 0.206283 -0.053 0.95782
## factor(Oversampling)3 0.567009 0.325964 1.739 0.08297 .
## factor(ward)22 0.807487 0.951445 0.849 0.39673
## factor(ward)23 0.200956 0.238121 0.844 0.39938
## factor(ward)25 -0.254387 0.187529 -1.357 0.17595
## factor(ward)26 -0.324539 0.233349 -1.391 0.16532
## factor(ward)27 -0.159604 0.195704 -0.816 0.41541
## factor(ward)30 -0.035432 0.196292 -0.181 0.85687
## factor(ward)36 -0.062592 0.182470 -0.343 0.73182
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9221 on 301 degrees of freedom
## (65 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.1047, Adjusted R-squared: 0.06304
## F-statistic: 2.514 on 14 and 301 DF, p-value: 0.002106
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#By material conditions - income
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ hhincome, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ hhincome, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.17103 -0.94294 -0.01897 1.05706 1.36117
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.56281 0.17346 3.245 0.00129 **
## hhincome 0.07603 0.03303 2.302 0.02195 *
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9457 on 339 degrees of freedom
## (40 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.01539, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01249
## F-statistic: 5.299 on 1 and 339 DF, p-value: 0.02195
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#By material conditions - access to services
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ totalservices, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ totalservices, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9834 -0.9834 -0.7182 1.0166 1.2818
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.71821 0.10736 6.689 9.72e-11 ***
## totalservices 0.08841 0.04419 2.001 0.0463 *
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.949 on 327 degrees of freedom
## (6 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.01209, Adjusted R-squared: 0.009071
## F-statistic: 4.002 on 1 and 327 DF, p-value: 0.04626
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#By material conditions - electric connection
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ electricity, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ electricity, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9466 -0.9466 -0.5918 1.0534 1.4082
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.5918 0.1348 4.391 1.55e-05 ***
## electricity 0.3547 0.1469 2.416 0.0163 *
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9435 on 309 degrees of freedom
## (24 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.01853, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01536
## F-statistic: 5.835 on 1 and 309 DF, p-value: 0.01629
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#By material conditions - flush toilet
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ toilet, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ toilet, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9860 -0.9860 -0.6702 1.0140 1.3298
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.6702 0.0972 6.895 3.08e-11 ***
## toilet 0.3158 0.1166 2.708 0.00715 **
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9423 on 306 degrees of freedom
## (27 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.0234, Adjusted R-squared: 0.02021
## F-statistic: 7.333 on 1 and 306 DF, p-value: 0.007149
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#By material conditions - piped water
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ water, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ water, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.9640 -0.9640 -0.6977 1.0360 1.3023
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.6977 0.1020 6.839 4.33e-11 ***
## water 0.2663 0.1202 2.216 0.0274 *
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.946 on 306 degrees of freedom
## (27 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.0158, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01258
## F-statistic: 4.912 on 1 and 306 DF, p-value: 0.02741
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#By material conditions - problem with services
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ servproblems_n + factor(ward), data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ servproblems_n + factor(ward),
## data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black == 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling !=
## 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.5811 -0.8593 -0.5410 0.9850 1.4590
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 1.19117 0.15049 7.915 4.08e-14 ***
## servproblems_n -0.05873 0.03282 -1.789 0.0745 .
## factor(ward)22 0.86756 0.94775 0.915 0.3607
## factor(ward)23 0.44869 0.25835 1.737 0.0834 .
## factor(ward)25 -0.41529 0.17631 -2.355 0.0191 *
## factor(ward)26 -0.39050 0.22093 -1.768 0.0781 .
## factor(ward)27 -0.21760 0.18592 -1.170 0.2427
## factor(ward)30 -0.15568 0.17276 -0.901 0.3682
## factor(ward)36 -0.02524 0.17005 -0.148 0.8821
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9382 on 320 degrees of freedom
## (6 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.05498, Adjusted R-squared: 0.03135
## F-statistic: 2.327 on 8 and 320 DF, p-value: 0.01933
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#By material conditions - felt unsafe
summary(lm(life_better_ap ~ unsafe + factor(ward), data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = life_better_ap ~ unsafe + factor(ward), data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.5264 -0.8410 -0.3925 0.9147 1.6075
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 1.3160 0.1393 9.451 < 2e-16 ***
## unsafe -0.1580 0.0412 -3.836 0.000151 ***
## factor(ward)22 0.6840 0.9320 0.734 0.463565
## factor(ward)23 0.2103 0.2599 0.809 0.418953
## factor(ward)25 -0.3780 0.1737 -2.176 0.030320 *
## factor(ward)26 -0.4494 0.2179 -2.062 0.039982 *
## factor(ward)27 -0.3170 0.1845 -1.718 0.086735 .
## factor(ward)30 -0.1728 0.1700 -1.017 0.310014
## factor(ward)36 -0.0727 0.1678 -0.433 0.665099
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.9215 on 315 degrees of freedom
## (11 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.0927, Adjusted R-squared: 0.06965
## F-statistic: 4.023 on 8 and 315 DF, p-value: 0.0001445
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## Life better now than apartheid by treatment by other races, Mogale City, 2019

#Black - treated better today
hms_2019 %>%
#filter to those who say treated better today
filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==2) %>%
count(life_better_ap) %>%
mutate(life_better_ap=as_factor(life_better_ap), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## life_better_ap n prop
## 1 0 48 0.301886792
## 2 1 10 0.062893082
## 3 2 100 0.628930818
## 4 <NA> 1 0.006289308
#Black - treated worse today
hms_2019 %>%
#filter to those who say treated worse today
filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==0) %>%
count(life_better_ap) %>%
mutate(life_better_ap=as_factor(life_better_ap), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## life_better_ap n prop
## 1 0 56 0.73684211
## 2 1 4 0.05263158
## 3 2 14 0.18421053
## 4 <NA> 2 0.02631579
#White - treated better today
hms_2019 %>%
#filter to those who say treated better today
filter(black==0 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==2) %>%
count(life_better_ap) %>%
mutate(life_better_ap=as_factor(life_better_ap), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## life_better_ap n prop
## 1 0 24 0.3692308
## 2 1 12 0.1846154
## 3 2 29 0.4461538
#White - treated worse today
hms_2019 %>%
#filter to those who say treated worse today
filter(black==0 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==0) %>%
count(life_better_ap) %>%
mutate(life_better_ap=as_factor(life_better_ap), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## life_better_ap n prop
## 1 0 28 0.77777778
## 2 1 7 0.19444444
## 3 2 1 0.02777778
## Predictors of ANC support, Black residents, Mogale City, 2019

#By material conditions - formal dwelling + job
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & dwell_formal==1 & employed==1) %>%
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count(party_anc) %>%
mutate(party_anc=ifelse(party_anc==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## party_anc n prop
## 1 No 23 0.3239437
## 2 Yes 48 0.6760563
#By material conditions - informal dwelling + no job
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & dwell_formal==0 & employed==0) %>%
count(party_anc) %>%
mutate(party_anc=ifelse(party_anc==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## party_anc n prop
## 1 No 25 0.3205128
## 2 Yes 53 0.6794872
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#By material conditions - access to services
summary(lm(party_anc ~ totalservices, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = party_anc ~ totalservices, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.7503 -0.7074 0.2497 0.2640 0.2926
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.70744 0.04843 14.607 <2e-16 ***
## totalservices 0.01430 0.02010 0.711 0.478
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.4411 on 333 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.001516, Adjusted R-squared: -0.001482
## F-statistic: 0.5056 on 1 and 333 DF, p-value: 0.4776
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#By material conditions - electric connection
summary(lm(party_anc ~ electricity, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = party_anc ~ electricity, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.7462 -0.7059 0.2538 0.2538 0.2941
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.70588 0.06161 11.458 <2e-16 ***
## electricity 0.04033 0.06729 0.599 0.549
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.44 on 313 degrees of freedom
## (20 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.001146, Adjusted R-squared: -0.002045
## F-statistic: 0.3592 on 1 and 313 DF, p-value: 0.5494
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#By material conditions - flush toilet
summary(lm(party_anc ~ toilet, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = party_anc ~ toilet, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.7570 -0.7113 0.2430 0.2430 0.2887
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.71134 0.04447 15.995 <2e-16 ***
## toilet 0.04567 0.05361 0.852 0.395
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.438 on 309 degrees of freedom
## (24 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.002343, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0008859
## F-statistic: 0.7256 on 1 and 309 DF, p-value: 0.395
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#By material conditions - piped water
summary(lm(party_anc ~ water, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = party_anc ~ water, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.7528 -0.7387 0.2613 0.2613 0.2613
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.75281 0.04648 16.197 <2e-16 ***
## water -0.01407 0.05501 -0.256 0.798
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.4385 on 309 degrees of freedom
## (24 observations deleted due to missingness)
## Multiple R-squared: 0.0002117, Adjusted R-squared: -0.003024
## F-statistic: 0.06542 on 1 and 309 DF, p-value: 0.7983
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#By material conditions - service problems
summary(lm(party_anc ~ servproblems_n, data=hms_2019[hms_2019$black==1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2,]))

##
## Call:
## lm(formula = party_anc ~ servproblems_n, data = hms_2019[hms_2019$black ==
## 1 & hms_2019$Oversampling != 2, ])
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -0.7492 -0.7297 0.2557 0.2703 0.2703
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 0.74922 0.04325 17.322 <2e-16 ***
## servproblems_n -0.00488 0.01472 -0.331 0.74
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.4413 on 333 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.0003298, Adjusted R-squared: -0.002672
## F-statistic: 0.1099 on 1 and 333 DF, p-value: 0.7405
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#By treatment by other race groups - better today
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==2) %>%
count(party_anc) %>%
mutate(party_anc=ifelse(party_anc==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## party_anc n prop
## 1 No 31 0.1949686
## 2 Yes 128 0.8050314
#By treatment by other race groups - worse today
hms_2019 %>%

filter(black==1 & Oversampling != 2 & treated_othrc_ap==0) %>%
count(party_anc) %>%
mutate(party_anc=ifelse(party_anc==1, "Yes", "No"), prop=n/sum(n)) %>% as.data.frame()

## party_anc n prop
## 1 No 33 0.4342105
## 2 Yes 43 0.5657895
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## Qualitative responses - present vs. apartheid

knitr::kable(hms_2019 %>% filter(black==1) %>% count(qual_lifeaparth) %>% select(-n),
caption="Open-ended responses on life today vs. apartheid, Black residents, Mogale City, 2019")

Table 4: Open-ended responses on life today vs. apartheid, Black
residents, Mogale City, 2019

qual_lifeaparth

Apartheid life is better because people lived nicely in a way that jobs were created and houses were built
compared to today’s life. Women of today drink alcohol too much and theyare lazy to seek for jobs.
Back in the apartheid era there was enough employment for everyone and now a lot of our youth is
loitering around the community.
Back in the day jobs were available for everyone, but now if you don’t pay a bribe you can’t get a job,
even when you are highly qualified.
Back in the day things were difficult as we can now go into the same restaurants as white people, while
back then it wasn’t allowed.
Back in the days job opportunities were a lot compared to now, and they were not so much foreigners like
now.
Back in the days there was more money compared to now. You would get sugar for a cost of R2.50. My
parents were always kicked by white people and would call the kaffir.
Back in the days we used to walk around with passes and strictly abide by it otherwise we would be jailed.
Back in the days, things were worse, education was not free but now we are able to get free education.
Back then it was very nice, the foreigners were not around during Mandela’s release in 1994. Jobs were
available back then compared to now. Today, we are oppressed, there are no jobs. I just vote for the so
called change that will never ever come. Government is full of lies and empty promises. The government
is only available towards the votes after that they will disappear with no trace.
Back then there were no drugs, rape, murders and crime, alcohol abuse, and teenage pregnancies.
Democracy made a lot of good changes but the crime has elevated a lot.
Back then we were under whites and now we are free, just that now there is now more nepotism
compared to before.
Back then you wouldn’t send your children to a multi -racial school and now we can even though some
white people are still racists.
Back then, we used to get jobs, food parcels. There were no sickness like HIV and Aids, sugar diabetes,
cancer and TB. Compared to now, jobs are scarce, people get tenders and they steal the money, and
sicknesses have risen compared to the apartheid days.
Back then, white people abused us they used to call us blacks. Today, we live in peace together with all
races.
Before 1994 my life was in a dark place because we were beaten to death while trying to fight for a better
South Africa with better salaries, I couldn’t travel a distance, I had to get permission from the whites but
today I can go anywhere for as long as I want. Before there were more jobs unlike today. From the ages
of 19 the government would create a job for you to prevent crime unlike today.
Before there was employment although we were getting little pay there were screening processes like today
which makes getting employed difficult and we do not know where to turn.
Before there were two doors in one shop for whites and blacks and my uncle once got beaten up for using
a white door. We were not allowed to walk in the street after 19h00. If found in the street I would be
asked three questions like why aren’t you at school, work and jail you were not allowed not to do
anything. They were good in protecting our country from drugs, crime and human trafficking.
During apartheid days job opportunities were good but these days the unemployed rate is high and
labour department is failing to tighten their laws. They hire foreign nationals in order to pay them less.
During apartheid I was supposed to carry a dompas. It was considered trespassing if I had no permit.
Now life is better because now children have free education.
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qual_lifeaparth
During apartheid life was better, there was security all around and jobs were all over, even if you were not
having qualifications, they would train you and offer you a job.
During apartheid life was good because we had no foreigners now South Africa is crowded with foreigners.
During apartheid there was less crime because there were curfews, they would give us jobs like nursing
jobs and white people would provide food for us. Back then you wouldn’t disrespect a white person it was
a must to respect them. South Africa has fallen today because unemployment rates and crime have
increased and this free education is not useful because the children have to pay fees.
During apartheid there was less crime, governement officials were respected but nowadays there kids are
doing drugs and there is lawlessness in our communities, they protest and destroy things in the areas.
During apartheid time there were jobs everywhere, crime it was less. But if you can check now, yes we do
have democracy but there are no jobs, crime is high in most parts of the country.
During apartheid years, we had jobs and we were able to cultivate compared to know.
During apartheid years, we worked for farmers just to get accommodation and food, not a salary. Now we
have opportunities to get money.
During apartheid years, whites treated blacks in a wrong way. They used to beat us and shoot us. If you
killed a person, you were supposed to be killed as well.
During apartheid you couldn’t go anywhere you wanted to. You had to carry a pass to go anywhere, but
now we can go anywhere at anytime.
During apartheid, there was less crime but today, crime rates are high, people are killing each other
without thinking twice.
During apartheid, we used to go to school walking to school but today our kids can’t. Before, we used to
visit someone carrying a compass around. If you didn’t have it, you were not allowed to go anywhere but
now we go anywhere however and whenever we want.
During apartheid, we were given instructions by whites people only and they were ruling more than
blacks, even at work and now we have freedom and we share everything
During the apartheid regime it was better than today. We used to work but now you can’t find a job in
our country there is over population.
During the apartheid regime, there was no freedom of movement, If you come to Gauteng from
Bloemfontein, the police will take you back to Bloemfontein but now we are all equal and we have
freedom of movement.
During the apartheid time it was better but now its worse, government is killing us in South Africa they
don’t even want us to beat our children, it is worse.
During the apartheid time, it was a brutal time but it was better. Now it’s very hard because of the
corruption that is happening. Now people are not working.
During the apartheid years life was difficult more especially coming to Johannesburg, having to produce
permit documents. We had places where only white people were allowed only. Since we voted in 1994 we
are free.
During the apartheid years there were a lot of jobs compared to now. Home Affairs and supermarket gave
first preference to whites even if am the first one in the queue, so nowadays we are equal they serve
whoever came first.
During the apartheid years, it was difficult. I was supposed to carry dompas all the time. We were paying
to get identity documents. Now things are easy, we have grants and we do not pay for identity documents.
During the apartheid, it was better than today. We used to get water for free and electricity was free.
Employment was everywhere during apartheid but today you cannot walk from one place to the other
without being robbed.
He has to move around a lot to have money so he could have a proper job.
I no longer travel with a dompas. I can walk a distance without being asked any questions such as where
are you going or when I’ll return. I can visit or rent anywhere without being arrested for trespassing.
I think it was better during the apartheid time because now people are killing each other. The
government should provide people with jobs.
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qual_lifeaparth
I think now its better than the apartheid regime because we used to pay a lot of money for our children
to get better education and now our children have free education and it helps us because now children get
free food at school.
I was still young during apartheid so my parents took care of me. Today, it’s hard because I have to fend
for myself and family.
If you have a house to live in, is quite amazing because you are not bothering people for a place to sleep.
During apartheid there were no jobs for us youth, only the elders were working. Now white people get
more money than black people because of the skin colour, if you have a white colour you will get a lot of
money but we the black people we create jobs for them to work but other black people get low income. In
life if you have a wife you have to always communicate to avoid fights and trust each other.
In 1994 it was better because there was no crime; no drugs the government officials were trustworthy. We
could start our own business but now we can’t hence the foreigners are opening the businesses all over. It
was safe to walk around during the day but now criminals are all over the yard. Respect was one of the
strong attributes every old person we would address them as our adults. The so called rights our children
have made them to be disrespectful.
In 1994, it was better because it was easy to get a job unlike today because my children are unemployed.
In our days, we had morals and respected everyone in our community. We addressed all the elderly as our
parents. Our children conceive children at a young age, smoke drugs and drink alcohol. There were jobs
for everyone in our nation. Food prices were affordable. The food we eat today isn’t healthy like the food
we were eating because we get sick quickly.
In our days, we would grow crops in our own yards and we didn’t buy them. Today’s food is expensive.
There was free water and paraffin was cheap.
In our times, it was better because we had jobs and food was cheaper.
In the apartheid days there was no crime like now. Today you cannot walk a distance without being
robbed or raped if you are a woman.
In the Apartheid days, white people used to abuse us. When Chris Hani passed on, white people used to
swear at us that our president has passed on. Zulu people used to beat everyone in the train, so we used
to escape through windows. We never knew what they were fighting for. Today’s life is painful because
our kids are on drugs, they take them from foreigners. Before there were no drugs, but since the
foreigners are in South Africa, all has changed. Also, our kids get raped and killed, they get kidnapped
without knowing the person.
In the apartheid time, people were not protesting but nowadays they are killing each other and the kids
are now killing each other in schools.
In the old day white people were not good. They didn’t want visitors and they wanted to see the dompas.
The money we use to receive was small but we could feed our kids and the whole family. Now we can’t
even feed kids with this small monthly grants.
In the old days we used to carry our ID everywhere we went. You can’t have visitors because they will be
arrested but now we have free education, we don’t have to carry ID we are free to buy house where whites
stays but in the old days, you couldn’t do that.
In the old days we used to walk and meet white people and they call you and give you a job for your kids.
Now you can’t, it is full of nepotism.
In the old days, we were not suffering because we used to do agriculture .e.g. farming and jobs were
available compared to this 21st century, jobs are not available. Foreigners are too many in this country
and they feed our children with drugs. Girls of today are pregnant, they don’t abstain and prevent
themselves, they want child support from the government.
In the olden days it was better than today because it was easy to get employed to provide for my mother
and buy clothes.
In the olden days there were no foreigners and there were plenty of jobs for everyone.
In the olden days we had permanent jobs with benefits unlike today. The police officials are not
trustworthy, they take bribes and criminals are free to commit crimes because there is no stop and search
like the olden days.
In the olden days, jobs were available for all and things were a bit expensive.
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qual_lifeaparth
In the olden days, jobs were easily accessible but right now even the qualifications cannot get you a job
you are qualified for.
In the olden days, we used to have jobs but now our children have qualifications but they are unemployed.
In the older days, I wouldn’t have to look for a job for more than five days without getting any. The
white government treated us badly but the world was a better place.
In the past if you were not working you had nothing, but at least today there is social grant money to
make life better.
In the past it was difficult to move around without a dompass.
In the past there were jobs but today we go everywhere we want to go, our people get an opportunity to
go to school.
In the past there were jobs unlike today and there were no screening sessions.
In the past we had jobs, the government wasn’t dishonest like today’s government.
It is better now because I have access to many things unlike the apartheid days. Now I am able to vote.
It is better now because we are able to go to multiracial schools.
It is better now because you can walk anywhere without an ID.
It is the same because white people still have apartheid. You can see even at work whites have big
position and even at schools they raise school fees so that people don’t afford to pay, for their children.
It was bad due to level of education, now we have more freedom and peace.
It was better because there was respect at the time and there was no kissing in our streets. We never had
to sleep with anyone for jobs.
It was better before 1994 because we were determined and we went to school and we listened to our
parents unlike today children smoke, they are disrespectful and drop out of schools.
It was better during the apartheid time because people were working and now it’s hard to get a job. The
government should create jobs.
It was better during the apartheid time because we used to work and there was no corruption in the
government, but now there are no jobs, people are too many.
It was hard during the apartheid time but it was easy to get the job, now the government is employing
youth and young people they don’t care about the future, during apartheid it was not matter about your
age.
It’s better now because during the apartheid time, it was hard to get a job but now you can go and look
for a job anywhere you want without carrying your passport.
It’s better today because we can go anywhere at anytime without carrying a dompass.
It’s different because we are free to go everywhere and no one accuses you of trespassing and we can work
everywhere. We have access to phones and radio, hence before it was Afrikaans everywhere.
It’s difficult these days because there are no jobs, even if you are educated with relevant documents.
It’s not the same because even though we struggle there and there, we are one. Compared to apartheid
days, we were oppressed to work by force for not carrying an ID document and we were harassed by the
Boers way back then. The Tswana people and white people are united.
It’s the same because we are suffering, we have no jobs or houses and in the past we were suffering due to
lack of freedom and walking around with dompas.
Job opportunities were plenty and better, now it’s hard to get a job.
Jobs are harder to find now than back then, although the jobs were not much but at least they meant
something.
Jobs were available and my sisters were also working, but now even domestic work is scarce.
Just the mere fact that black people where suffering.
Lack of jobs in today’s life. Our economy is down due to us not having jobs and food prices are expensive.
Life back then was better because of unemployment, there is a lot of crime, we are no longer on the
streets.
Life back then was better, there were no foreigners and everyone had a job. One who did not have a job
was arrested and the currency was better back then.
Life back then was dangerous as we did not have freedom to go anywhere. We wanted and we needed a
pass to be at a place we were not permanently living in.
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Life before was okay because jobs where easy but due to the struggle white people had too much power so
they did anything they wanted to do with black people. This was all because they thought they were
better than the black people.
Life before was rather slower for us black people in terms of technology.
Life changed because there isn’t racism and I don’t have to carry a dompass everywhere I go.
Life during apartheid was tough because you could spend time with your family, your days were limited
and if you exceeded you were beaten and accused of planning something. It’s better now although every
place has its own problems but compared to apartheid it’s better.
Life has been better since back then due to the struggle but there is still a bit of trouble with job
opportunities.
Life is better compared to apartheid, because we no longer carry dompas and no one will ask us now.
Life is better today compared to apartheid years where stores were serving whites before us, but today we
are equal.
Life is not the same it because Mandela gave us pension money and child support to feed our children and
to buy ourselves food and also pay life insurance. Mandela wanted black and white to unite and be one.
Life of today has changed because now we live with peace and there’s no one who harasses anyone, those
Boers are gone who used to oppress us.
Life that time was worse because we were supposed to strike and protest all the time. Whites were killing
blacks.
Life then, we had jobs though we used to earn little money.
Life was better during apartheid, we had a lot of jobs and they used to take us from college and
secondary to offer us jobs.
Life was difficult, we used to get arrested if we did not have dompas. Now life is different, we have
freedom to walk around.
Life was difficult, we were called kaffer and bobejan, democracy was just for white people. In stores and
some departments we used to have black entry and whites entry, now things are better we live among
them in shacks.
Life was difficult, whites used to bully us for things that we didn’t do. Nowadays there are a lot of
foreigners and the police take bribes from foreigners. Boarders are not secured.
Life was enjoyable in a sense that everyone had a job and there were no people living in the streets. The
minute you leave school, you knew that you won’t spend three days without getting a job.
Life was hard especially when looking for a job, you would be sexually harassed to get a job.
Life was rather painful back then because people would travel long distances by foot, whereas now public
transport is more accessible.
Nepotism and lack of jobs now and back then everyone had a job.
No answer.
None.
Now life is full of criminals and they are ruling us. Back then it was safe as most people were scared of
the government and the law.
Now we can walk freely without being arrested, now we are free compared to apartheid days.
Nowadays jobs are hard to get, a lot of the youth are unemployed and there is nepotism.
Nowadays we do not have enough jobs but during apartheid there was job opportunities.
Old days we used to go to white people to look for jobs but now they don’t hire us. Now you can even use
the same toilet and go to the same mall with them.
Oppression does not exist in white people anymore, plus back then I couldn’t go freely in the street
because the white people wanted a dompas and work permit and book. These three things are referred to
as ID documents. Most people were working in streets and firms, those places had jobs available for black
people. Right now it’s different because some black people work in offices rather than working in streets
like back then. Today’s transport is more advanced compared to that of the apartheid days.
Our kids don’t even get bursaries because they are not known by people in high places. If you are not
related to anyone who is connected with the right people you will not get a bursary in Mogale City.
People fought a lot during apartheid and now we are free from everything.
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People got jobs then but the money was less but now there is no job and no money and no places to stay.
Quality of life has changed there’s no discrimination like in the apartheid days, a black person can go to
school with a white person and you can sit next to a white person in a train and go to shopping centres
with them without any problem.
Refused.
The children these days do not have respect unlike in our time hence they have a lot f rights and we
struggle to discipline them.
The difference between then and now is the quality of life we live. Life is better because there is free
education.
The difference is that white people are not treating us well. They swear at us, they call us dogs, in a train
we were not allowed to sit near a white person, they said whites are first class only and black people at
third class coach. We used to squeeze ourselves in a train whilst they were seated nicely. Life now is
better compared to the apartheid days because now there is no one who can come into my house and
harasses me compared to the olden days. Jobs were created during apartheid compared to today.
The jobs were not scarce like they are now. Oppression by white people has been eradicated and we can
now live without fear of dompas
The life back then was better, now we have inflation in our country. Everything is expensive
The life now is better because despite your age, you are able to go school without being judged.
The life now is difficult, people have favouritism at work, they only hire their families.
The life of today is better because we don’t carry our ID documents with us.
The life of today is difficult compared to the apartheid days. There’s a huge difference, our children are
killed and raped by strangers because they don’t behave. They walk on the street at night getting a lot of
freedom. Old days people were safe, they had no problem like being raped, being raped is today’s life.
The Foreigners have changed everything, they rob people and rape people, they have created Nyaope and
Dagga. When these people smoke it they become brave and more powerful to kill and rape people.
The life of today is much better compared to the apartheid days, they no more have to carry dompas
around every like in the apartheid days.
The life then I was difficult, whites did not queue the line at stores and we did not share toilets with
them. White people used to give us jobs, so now unemployment is high.
The life then was difficult. We got arrested for things that we did not know of. We did not have freedom
to walk in the streets all the time.
The white people would polish their faces with black polish to confuse us while we were walking at night
and would arrest us for walking in the streets after 9 PM. Today we are free to walk everywhere and
anytime, and use the same toilets as the whites
The whites are treating us better, they used to arrest us for things we did not do. The whites used to own
rivers and mountains, including farms. We worked tough to get food.
Then things were easier, like to get jobs.
There is a difference on black people now unlike back then. We are treated much better than before.
There is no difference because we do not have money things are expensive including electricity.
There was employment in the past. We were jailed in our own country hence we were never free and times
were hard living under the whites.
There was no education and we not allowed to attend schools with whites but today we are free.
There were jobs back in the days and we could not connect illegal electricity like it is done now.
Electricity is even tripping because people have bridged it. The police are not doing anything about it
and they are even in cahoots with the criminals. Back in the day you could not connect electricity illegal
as you would be immediately arrested.
There were jobs back then but the pay was too little. The whites were in control. You could have
livestock but now we don’t have the capacity to do so.
There were jobs unlike today. Today we have freedom to walk anywhere anytime.
There were no killings like this but now killings is more, women are not safe at all now but in the old days
it was not like this, we used to respect women.
These days there are no jobs compared to the olden days.
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These days, it’s easier as we have electricity, water and sanitation and back then we didn’t have those.
Things are now very hard, people are not working and there are a lot of people that come from other
countries. I think the government should try to create more job opportunities and make sure that they
secure border gates.
Things in the past were better because the law was strict and firm, now things have turned upside down.
This life is better because we have freedom of speech and there’s a lot of corruption betweem the
government and the ruling party because the tender money is being eaten by government. They don’t
create jobs. The youth are unemployed and they use drugs, and they don’t have entertainment centres.
To see myself living a better life. To see my children having a better place e.g. a normal house.
Today there are no jobs. Everyone can visit anyone anytime. There are rights which destroy us because
we cannot be controlled, there are killings and raping all over.
Today we are all free to walk everywhere any time without any questions asked. We can work everywhere
and do not walk around carrying dompas.
Today, there are less jobs unlike those days where we used to go seek for jobs at mines and factories, and
we would get them.
Today’s life has been better due to jobs and shop availability.
Today’s life is better because there are RDP houses for our people, free education to those who are serious
with school and there are social grants for children.
Today’s life is better because you can pick up plastics to make a living and wash people’s laundry unlike
before.
Today’s life is better, there’s free education and free social grants. In the apartheid days, there was no
grant money because our parents worked in the farms.
Today’s life is expensive and jobs are not created but jobs are sold to unemployed people more especially
the people who work at the government. They hire their families at clinics or any other government jobs.
Today’s life is good, we are free, we can do business freely without white people taking our stuff. We have
freedom of education and we can attend school with white people.
Today’s life is not okay due to there is a lot of apartheid because our government don’t want us to live in
peace. Apartheid is not with White people is with between black people only, there is no peace.
Today’s life it’s difficult due to the expensive life and the killings of our children and wives. Crime is
everywhere hence we scared of buying cars because we will be killed for them. There were no drugs in our
days.
Too much criminal activities now and back then we didn’t have so much criminals, as they were afraid of
the punishment they will get and now the government is too soft on criminals.
Unemployment is too much, you would find jobless people on the street, which causes a lot of crime.
We are not slaves, we have a choice not to be slaves or work as domestic workers .We walk free in our
streets without carrying a dompas and we can enter any restaurants.
We are now able to walk free without being chased by the police, back in the days we were never able to
walk freely on the street.
We had a lot of apartheid between whites and blacks, and our neighbourhood. This was caused by some
people being poor and some being rich. Now things are better, people are working and we can afford
lifestyles.
We had job opportunities back then or you could get a place where you can get a stand to start your
garden and stay there, but now there is no such.
We receive child support grant. We can stay with white people anywhere anytime. Before we couldn’t
talk in our languages at interviews but today we free to do so.
We used to have a farm and eat from our gardens but now things have changed, we buy everything.
We used to have food and jobs even if we were oppressed with education but things were much better.
The foreigners were traveling with permits to come stay here compared to life now they just come freely.
We used to stay in a dirty place and now we have houses that we got for free.
We were forced to carry our dompas which was not good and we were not given a place to live.
We were mistreated and we used to stay in bushes just to hide from the police and avoid being arrested
for transparency and now I am able to go anywhere and not hide myself from anyone.
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What I would like to share is that back then in apartheid we have less crime because police were more
respected. Police and traffic cops are getting bribes because they do not have passion in their job. Even
at prison they eat nice foods and have beds to sleep on.
Whites mistreated black people but now it’s easy and it’s better because we can do a lot of things with
people with different races.
Whites mistreated us and I had my plate meant for me and a cup meant for me, but we can share
everything glass and plates.
Whites people were privileged. Now, the fear is opposite. You fear Africans than whites. Career
opportunities are better nowadays. There is greater financing of businesses that are given to black people
as opposed in the apartheid era.
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